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0U1LDJNG ON Excellence

From alphabet blocks to building blocks,

most of us spent our childhood playing

with blocks of some form. We sat

cross-legged on the floor, watching our

ideas grow, little by little, block by block,

into tall towers and tricky mazes.

Today, we’ve learned to build in less

tangible ways—we’ve traded our

alphabet blocks for starting blocks, and
our prize towers for strong theses and
crowd-winning performances. Since our

first days of kindergarten, we have built

lasting friendships and gained great

knowledge. It is with these tools that

we develop our ideas today, and,

although our achievements have

progressed, we still remember the days
of lettered blocks.
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The faculty and administration have

provided endless support; they have

been our teachers and our advisors,

our mentors and our friends. They
have provided us with the building

blocks for our education and have

guided us as we constructed

masterpieces. In the end, it is the

dedicated faculty who have helped

us to create the stable foundation

needed to continue building our

futures, and for that, we cannot

thank them enough.
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Administration

Jonathan Landman

Principal

Craig W. Gruber
Vice Principal

Daniel E. Richards

Vice Principal



Carolyn Bunyon

Valerie Freeman

Secreterial Staff

Nancy Fedan

Judith Glover

Cynthia Femino
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Debra Patti

Carole Sceppa



Language Arts

English is the foundation for all learning in our culture,

and English is the medium through which individuals

communicate in our society. In order to communicate
effectively, students must master the basic elements

of language: reading, writing, speaking, and listening.

The English Department offers a rigorous and varied

writing program, an in-depth study of the literature of

this and other cultures, and a variety of aural-oral

experiences. The primary goal of English teachers is to

produce individuals who are comfortable with their

language, confident in their use of it, and appreciative

of their language’s power and beauty.

Kristin Comment

Denis Fitzpatrick

Gina Chaimanis

Martha Bloom Jonathan Fichter
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Mathematics

We live in a time of extraordinary and accelerating change. New
knowledge, and ways of doing and communicating mathematics

continue to emerge and evolve. Quantitative information available

only to limited numbers of people a few years ago is now widely

disseminated through popular media outlets. In this changing world,

those who understand and can do mathematics will have significantly

enhanced opportunities and options for shaping their futures.

There is a common foundation of mathematics that must be learned

by all students. This does not imply that all students are alike.

Students exhibit different talents, abilities, achievements, needs, and

interests in mathematics. Nevertheless, all students must have

access to the highest-quality mathematics instructional programs. A
society in which only a few have the mathematical knowledge needed

to fill crucial economic, political, and scientific roles is not consistent

with the values of a just democratic system or its economic needs.

. . . NCTM - Principles and Standards for School Mathematics

Vaag Mosca

Susan Dixon



Jacqueline Gange Patricia Heffernan Diane Lints

Alice MandelSuzanne Loconto Ryan McCluskey

Anne Mullany Eleanor Palais Susan Rice



Science
GOT SCIENCE ?

The Science Department wishes the best to all of you

seniors!!

Remember the APES trips, the Museum of Science. Battling

Machines. Halloween Chem Oemos. Egg Drops, The Acorn

Project. Science Olympiad & Science League. Massages at the

Wellness Fair. LEO Stoplight, and sooooo many other science

memories

.

Remember that Science is EVERYWHERE!!

Lawrence Weathers

Eric Berg Joan Bomfin

William Brotchie

William Carter

Diane Brancazio

Bonnie Chen



Deborah Darlington

Jean Manes

Patricia Partridge

Suzanne Lijek

Kathleen McGrane

Rebecca Sansom

n

John Loosmann

Matthew Maiberger

Matthew Weiss
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Foreign Language

Students come to the Foreign Language Department to

study Chinese, French, Latin, and Spanish. The teachers

are Ms. Aykanian (French), Mr. Drodigan (Latin), Ms.

Chen (Chinese), Ms. Foley (Spanish), Ms. Darias

(Spanish), Mr. Dunn (Latin), Ms. El-Gamel (French), Ms.

Garschftia-Sobrow (Spanish), Ms. Jean (french), Ms.

Macintosh (Spanish), Ms. Mlllett (Spanish), and Ms.

Talamas (Spanish). The goal of the modern languages Is

linguistic and cultural profIciency. The goal of the Latin

program Is linguistic fluency In order to read and

understand texts written in Latin while learning about

the culture. This year we have had exchanges with

schools In Duenos Aires, Argentina and Cugnaux, France.

Janice Darias

Nancy Aykanian
Bruce Brodi9an
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Star Chen Brian Dunn

Colleen Foley Gabrielle Garschina

Leslie Macintosh Danielle Millett

Rebecca El-Gamel

Laura Jean

Adrienne Talamas
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Social Studies

Michael Harvey

Deb Dashoff

Eric Berkman Mathew Glauninger
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Mary-Kate LeosDavid McLaughlin

Kelly Prevost

I

Deborah McDevitt

Jen Kelly

Alice Melnikoff

Joshua Goldfine

Andrew Stefano John P. Sullivan Eileen White
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Fine & Performing Arts

William Pappazisis

Bridget Bibbens



Margot Law

Mark Milowsky Andrew Roy
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Student Support

Toby Brown
Guidance Counselor

James Brown
Guidance Counselor

Julia Ober

Guidance Counselor

Manuela Martin

Guidance Counselor

Sherri Turner

Guidance Counselor
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Paula Lazar

School Adjustment Counselor

Patsy Lawnhurst

School Nurse

Eileen Wiznitzer

School Psychologist

Maurice Wright

METCO Counselor

Melissa Latham

ESL

Lisa Rose

Speech/Language Pathology



Research and

Technology

Martha Reagan

Librarian
Robin Hines

Library Aide

Sharon Ross

Library Aide

Sharon White

Library Aide
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Natasha Bochkov

Technology

Lee McCanne

Technology

Department Head

Margaret Decker

Technology

Peter Gagan

Technology

Richard Preston
Technology

Carole Neville

Technology

Jim Mittica

Technology
Christine Trischitta

Technology

Phil Sullivan

Technology



Special Education, Physical

Education, Food Service and
Building Staff

Greg Fowke

Special Education

Allison Lockwood

Mathew Moynihan

Special Education

John Sullivan

Special Education

Lauren McLaughlin

Special Education
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Stacie Marino

Physical Education

Lena Haga
Security

Jack Lyons

Head Custodian

Jim Davis

Athletic Director

Gloria Williams

Security

Food Service

Gregory Marcotte

Physical Education

Leon Caragulian

Security

Staff
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Webster defines change as the process or result of undergoing

transition or transfomiation. Transitioning into Belmont High School

was a process. Transfonning at Belmont High School was the result.

Our experience at Belmont High School has been defined by change.

The day we entered the High School we changed from Cheetahs to

Marauders As the Class of 2006 we endured the changing w orld

around us in the aftermath of September 11th We continued to

experience change over the past four years in administration, policy,

and in ourselves. Now we leave the High School presented w ith a

new' set of changes, more prepared than ever before.

Being faced with change has made us realize that change can be

difficult, scary, and exciting all at the same time. As a class w'e have

learned to embrace that change and transform it into pow er; few

classes could have transitioned with as great success. We are a better

and stronger class for it; w’e are the classiest class. Thank you for your

cooperation, opinions, understanding, and enthusiasm over the past

four years.

Next year change will be less far off and more right in front of us We
cannot be afraid of change- we must embrace it! Change has brought

us where we are and will take us where we are going. Things

inevitably change, but we will always have the memories and

experiences wre shared as Belmont High School's Class of 2006.

I am proud and honored to represent you.

Good luck in everything that you do - you will be missed.

-Kayla Pomponi. Your Senior Class President

"Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change

the world." --Nelson Mandela

To the Class of 2006,

Graduation is a bittersweet time as you reminisce and look into a future of

uncertain but endless possibilities. Enjoy this time with your classmates, for

this will likely be the last time you will all be together as a class. As you enter

into your next experiences, you do not hav e to say goodbye to those who
have supported and encouraged you over the last four years, for you will

always be connected by the experiences you shared. As you have embark on
new experiences as scholars, artists, and athletes, your family and friends from

Belmont will always be there to support you.

Each of you will head off to pursue your own interests. Do not be fearful of

new experiences or friendships; they will help you learn and grow as a person.

Your academic, athletic, artistic, and extra curricular pursuits have allowed you

to discover who you are and who you can be. The next years hold

excitement and uncertainty; take each new experience as an opportunity to

leam and grow. Work hard to achieve your goals, but do not be afraid to

allow your goals to change and dev elop. Always approach your

responsibilities with exuberance and passion. Be mindful that the humanity,

ethics, and morality' you extend to those >'ou encounter will surely make the

place you are going a better place.

Your parents and teachers hav e challenged each of you to leam and grow in

order to prepare >
rou for life outside of Belmont. Each of you has embraced

your own challenges and risen to the best of your ability. Belmont High

School has exposed you to a wide array of ideas, methods, and experiences.

Take what you have learned and use it to your advantage. Apply your

knowledge to be active members of the community'. Always seek to have

"more today than yesterday and more tomorrow than today."

Congratulations on your Graduation.

I wish you each the best in y'our future endeavors.

John Sullivan

Senior Class Advisor
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SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS

Katie Nelson(Treasurer) Jesse Mattleman(Secretary)

Kayla Pomponi(President) Lauren Haffer(Asst.

Treasurer) and Mark Moroso(Vice President)
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As seniors, we have achieved excellence
in and out of the classroom, on the field
and on the stage, building friendships
ind experiencing great personal
growth—we have defined our own
excellence. Most importantly, we have
been there with each other during the
times that we've achieved excellence
and the times that we've fallen just
short. As we move forward with our
ives, we will continue to seek
excellence in everything we do: look
fondly back on these memories and
continue to build lives balanced by
excellence—this is only the beginning.





Don't be afraid of the space between your dreams and reality. Ifyou can dream it, you can

make it so.

---Belva Davis



Faisal Abid

Vanilla Fais, Captain Falafel, Miami Fais

One This created to difficult to the order a blurb

the said ourselves. Well bounds considerable

declare of nothing superb send regards heartfelt all

of club and the 2006 be wish happiness in away

Alma.

-SGROSS
"I'd like to think the best of me is still hiding up

my sleeve."

"i don't know half of you half as well as I should

like, and 1 like less than half of you half as well as

you deserve."

Yasmin Anarkali Fatima Afsar

Yasmina, YAFA, Yaz, Tralfaz,Masha

He was a boy

Who witnessed a crime

The mafia's after him

All the time

When 1 think of widgets,

1 think of small owls!

If you persevere, you have stew,

(ancient Filipino proverb)

Finis.

Jason Allen

J.Jas, Mustang

I'd like to thank Mom, Dad, and Jillian for being

there. All the good times with Mike, Mark, Rich,

Billy, Roupen, Trav Matt, Dennis, John, and

everyone else. All the nights out, the Cape, Nick's

Place. 4X4’n with the Sport Trac.

BUILT FORD TOUGH. Cruisin in the Stang in

town. Pure american muscle. R.I.P. Hubcaps.

Thanks to "386" for looking after us, you are a

legend. Tyson, Riviero, THE ROAD MASTER.
Tennis Team. I'm proud to be a 32%er, American,

and BORN IN THE USA.

Dawdu Amantanah Emilie Anderson Careen Antreassian

She felt that her whole life

was some kind of dream and she

Sometimes wondered whose it

was and whether they were enjoying it.

—Douglas Adams

Dare to Dream

Proud to be Canadian

12-08-05

"Sometimes people come into your life and you

know right away that they are meant to be there; they

serve some sort of purpose, teach you a lesson, or

help you figure out who you are."

Thank you mom and dad for pushing me to do my
best!

I love you.

"I'll lean on you and you lean on me and we'll be

okay."

You guys are always there for me! KGSK G2
Your my girls!

And it's only the beginning . . .

’-Good Times * Good Luck 2006 33



Garine Ashjian

Half-Pint

"Do you remember wasting all the time we were

feeling fine,

though we couldn't walk a line we were alright.”

1 -4 V Track Capt. "Wheels”

Cheerleading-“Shampoo"

"So let me say before we part, so much of me is

made of what I learned from you. You’ll be a

handprint on my heart. And whatever way our

stories end, I know you have re-written mine by

being my friend." ACEGILM*G2 Thanks for

everything mom&dad. Good luck class of 06 1LY

all!

Shannon Baker

Shake 'N Bake

"People livin' in competition, all 1 want is to have

my peace of mind... take a look ahead.”

—Boston Thanks to the fam. for all your support,

much love! Guys-you are the best! Never change.

Girls- 1 will cherish our friendships forever. 143--:

S&S Explosion, TMT.20 too many! OAR.Luau
04&05.Whoa kids! Pc. Prom l-4...goodtimes,it's

only the beginning! MCK-Thanks babe Love yoi

XOXOP'Tomorrow I’ll miss you. Remember I'll

always be true.”

—Beatles

No shame, no regrets. GOOD LUCK CLASS OF
•06

Noah Appel Matthew Arria

Matt, Matt Arrarrr, Spanky

Thank you to my Mom.Dad.Richie And Amy for

getting me through School.Shout out to all my
friends for fun times. Racin around in the 69

Mustang.Those fences pop out of no where. I swear.

Going mini golfing and going to Friendlys.Going to

Bk. here Comes the "Airplane." Ridin in Watertown

yellin at Watrats.Doing crazy stuff with the boys. Its

been fun here in Belmont.

Aight were don here haha CNK
Peace Out

Alexander Baboian

Man ofMany Fishsticks

I once digested an obese mongoose salesman; he

sniffed my Zebras so I was like, “why don't you go

refurbish someone else’s easy bake oven!” 3

leprechauns tied my Uncle Susan to a tree while

barking at him in Portuguese until Lorenzo the

magic cough drop ate his long lost stapler. In the

event of a fire please baptize the lobsters and

relocate your anti-bacterial w ipes. Peace out Gustav.

Seriously though, 1 thank God for saving me and

giving me the sense ofjoy 1 have.

"Waiting for the time when I

Can finally say that this has

All been wonderful but now I'm

On my w ay”

-Phish

JEW-WOP...THE ORIGINAL
AP-no one could silence the entire room like you

could

MP-I'll be there for your middle school graduation

J-Nice-The Series 3-2 LA Associated!

"Jammin" till the Jam is through” -BM

Joshua Arty
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'vTien you get to the end of your rope, tie a knot and

Ing on”- FDR.

tckeyl-4 capt. Tennis l-4,prom, NH, Cape,

ituate, woods. Limes? TQnights,DP”s,OAR...

hat? winos,Scratchys7KG, Em's basement, late

zhts, and \all the rest.. ..

om,Dad,Sco-Thanks,I love you!

ly guys-nothing compares. J-Good Luck,

trls-we’ve just begun.. I owe it all to you.

or a smile we can share the night...” *LAK*
Ve danced anyway... ’’JJJKKZAEE

Alison Barber

Barbs, Bobes, Kiki

Maria Igorevna Baryakhtar

Masha, Mashakins, Mash,Mashposh

...but now he’s safe

away from LA
he’ll be back to save the day!

spectrometer. In bed.

A fly that lands on a

carabao feels itself higher

than the carabao.

-Ancient Filipino Proverb

green

42

Andrew Diego Blesser

Andy Bloozer, Ands, Nicole Richie

Life and death,energy and

peace, if 1 stop today it was still worth it.

Even the terrible mistakes, that I have

made and would unmake if could. The pains

that have burned me and scarred my soul,

It was worth it for having been allowed to walk

where I’ve walked. Which was to hell

on earth, heaven on earth.back again, into,

under, far in between, through it, in it, and above...

ciao babe

I
hank you mom, dad and Livy for your endless

i-ipport and for being so patient with me, 1 love you

p
much. To all my friends, I love you; you’re

mazing, thanks for everything (especially twinner.)

P

Jocina Becker

David Bean

DJ, Deej, Beans, Boomer, Dozier

"Do what's good for you, or you're not good for

anybody"

- Billy J.

Yeah so thanks to everybody I've ev er met so I dont

have to specify. You're all accounted for. Pats 36,

38, 39, Sox in '04, Bruins in '04?

"Haha, oh this is great, what a party"- Some clown

Jets fan. That quote doesn't mean anything, but its

funny how clownin' Jets fans are. Chorus playas-

madd amounts of fun times. Baltimore/NY,

spending the majority of our high school lives in

2-hour rehearals, etc.

Peace out '06 and don't end up homeless.

Jacob Bloom

The Circus :

“Here, we’re a family. We all work together,

perform together, eat together, and yes, [yell] and

moan at each other. There's not enough of us to play

chiefs and Indians. it’s got to be a democracy...

Here you not only live in the neighborhood, you're

also working for a common goal. You're part of

something."

-Daniel Guinn
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Gillian Boni

Gill

Time, look where we are and what we’ve been

through. Time, sharing our dreams. Time, goes on

and on everyday. Time is What it is, come what

may-
What a time it has been. To all my friends, thanks

for everything. To Mom, Dad, and Daniella 1 love

you. Here’s to great days and better nights. Dunes,

D-ills, 3 Musketeers, DPL, Don’t Chaaa?? Jiva

soccer for life.

Good luck ‘06

“Rivers know this: There is no hurry. We shall get

there someday.” -Winnie the Pooh

Nicholas Brotschi

Nick

Be the change you wish to see in the world"

-Ghandi

Entourage

Peter Bouchie

Pete

Sterling Brathwaite

Sterlz

LaxMcapt. Soccer3 Hockey

“hey lets drink from the cup and share some luck

go ahead and laugh cause it don't cost much”

-Dispatch

To all my friends the time we shared, the times will

miss....

Noah’s house William's basement Hakimi’s house

Bonfire K.P. I’ll miss the good times 18 pure S.H.

Mom, Dad, Jackie, Adrienne couldn’t have done it

w/out you

Love you!

“If you don’t like my fire then don’t come around

'cause I’m gonna bum one down.” B. Harper

Rae Brownsberger

To my family and friends-

Your examples have inspired

Me to better in so many ways

. Love always.

Some say: Shoot for the moon.

Even if you miss, you

Will land among the

Stars

I say: Don't miss. I’ll see

You on the moon.

Its Finally over no more trooping it way out to
1

1

Belmont for school. I have graduated and I'm hap|

I would like to thank Moms and Pops for guiding
|

me along the way I love yall. I have learned a lot I

happy it’s over Im off dis one.

Liz, Lizzy, Lizard

Though I’m ready for a change of scenery, I’ve hi

an awesome experience at BHS.

Thanks to all of you- friends, family, teachers,

teammates, coaches- who have helped and inspire

me along the way.

“You're in control, is there anywhere you wanna

go? You're in control, is there anything you wann

know? The future's for discovering the space in

which we’re traveling.”

-Coldplay



Zhi Mei Chen

me, vp, zme

Buddha once said: “do not dwell in the past, do not

dream of the future, concentrate the mind on the

present moment.”

Oh high school. Words can't tell about all that

we’ve been through. We all grew up together and

now it’s time to go our own ways. Now we’ll look

forward to the day we see each other again. Until

then...ohsix, party on.

Lady marauders swim!

It’s better in the water

thanks mom 3 dl,jj

Catherine Caruso

“Far better it is to dare mighty things, to win

glorious triumphs, even though checkered by failure,

than to take rank with those poor spirits who neither

enjoy much nor suffer much, because they live in the

gray twilight that knows not victory nor defeat.”

—T Roosevelt

Thanks to mom and dad for your unwavering

support through my moments of victory and defeat

and to MaryEllen... the best sister in the world!

GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 2006-

If you can dream it, you can do it!

Lauren Casale

"These are the days worth living, these are the years

we’re given. And these are the moments, these are

the times. Let’s make the best out of our lives”

- The Calling

LARS- you’re the best, I love you all.

Sabrina- No problem, I didn’t want your watch to

get ruined.

I love you.

Mom, Dad. and Kevin-thanks for all your support.

You mean so much to me. Muah! XOXO

Simon Chcrnack

“I felt like a monster reincarnation of Horatio Alger:

A man on the move, and just sick enough to be

totally confident.”

—Hunter S. Thompson

I want to thank my mom, dad, my brother and

everyone else that helped me over the last four years.

RIP Buy-Rite, cookouls, St Paddy's day. Heft's class

’04, basement parties and all those good times I

don’t remember.

Justine Burke

Sunshine, Justea, Tea

tell you the truth, Ive said it before,

fciorrow I start in a new direction,

: last time these words from me-I’m never saying

|
-Guster

fou were waiting for the

fortune moment, that was it.

len I hear widgets, I think of

pese.

|)
w'hy is the Rum Gone?!

Muffins!

Matt Centrella

You can call me Turk

e waffles are expanding, not even the seagulls can

e them now. I can think of 19 reasons why you
>uld sell your hammocks, but I’ll just give you

2 , tumultuous macadamia nuts. Did you ever think

t maybe trash cans aren’t fond of garbage? No,

;ause you have been lounging on walrus-shaped

niture for much too long. Jane get the coats, we’re

ving.



Kelly Coates

K-COATES, Kellyann

SballCapt 1 -4SOccer2-4,Warmups, Fball Games.

Zrbkg'OI .EmBasement,LNC.CheeseAPt/NH.Prom+

Maine05,ruit. Woods.Sox&PatsParades,Tq Nights,

Bonfire, CC. Dinners.DP's

Mom Dad Steve Jack—Thanks for all the support,

you mean everything to me.'Tt's always better when

we're TOGETHER." I love you so much!

Girls-so many good times and Memories I'll hold

forever . .

.

All the guys-It's been fun!

Best of luck class of 2006

AEEJJJKKZ "
. .We Danced Anyway!"

Spencer Quinn Christensen

Spence, Spence Dogg, Spenceriffic

"That which comes easily departs easily. That

which comes of struggle remains."

—G.B. Hinckley

TO ALL: Thanks for the good times, sorry for the

bad.

TO FRIENDS: It's been AWESOME. See you soon.

TO FAMILY: Mom, Dad, Matt Ann, Mike. Katie,

Lizzie, and Mooka— I love you all.

VBBALL 1-4CAPT
’

*PLAYTO LIVE*

Tyson Coelho-luers Ben Cohen

"Well, it's been fun, but it hasn’t been real fun."

-Football 3-years JIVA AllStars Baseball 1 Year

-Rounders, Zach's roof. The Gas station, the

bonfire. The woods, Friday afternoon 'RUIT

NOAH's Porch Ricky's Basement J-ftre BUY RITF

Montana's Parties-I want to thank my family. My
boys (you know w ho you are) Peter

MAGLATHLAN, Jesse Hubbard & David

Hagopian for always being there for me-"It's not th

size of the dog in the fight, it's the size of the fight

in the dog" No Regrets

Kenzie Chin

"You have brains in your head. You have feet in

your shoes. You can steer yourself in any direction

you choose. You're on your own. And you know

what you know . You are they guy who'll decide

where you'll go."

—Dr. Seuss

To Mom, Dad, Zoe, Curtis, friends and teachers—the

people w ho put brains in my head and feet in my
shoes.

Thank you.

"Dream the dreams that have never been dreamed."

Thanks to mom, dad, and Kev for everything you

have done for me. Pathy and mel , fun

times/pm/C. H. shopping. Thank you to all my
friends that stuck by my side and made these four

years something that I will never forget.

"As we walk down this aisle, with four years all

rolled up in a scroll, you can't help but think. Hey

where did the time go.”

Mel

Melissa Cinar
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Maika Collins Brady Collins Deirdra Conneely

"Got to get up to get down."

—beastie boys

Props to my mom and pop and w hoever else.

"It's called gratitude and that's right!"

—beastie boys

"You gotta come back and do the hop."

—A Tribe Called Quest

Last acronym from Mister Baboon.

Martin Connolly

Marty, Sumo

FOOTBALL 1 -4LACROSSE2-4
Thanks Mom.Dad, and Ross for all your support.

Jess, always by my side. 1 love you.

NKENSOWSERPPBR-Good times. Williams'

basement.Woods,OAR,Boomboomroom,CapeCod
'05,LA, Highland, and everything else I can't

remember.

It's my life, it's my pain and my struggle. Treat my
first like my last and my last like first. It's my joy

and my tears and the laughter it brings to me. It's

my everything.

—Jay Z

Elizabeth Megan Connors

E.C., EMC, E.Con

"Truly great friends are ahrd to find, diffficult to

leave and impossible to forget."

Thanks to my Mom, Grandparents, and Brian for

supporting me through the years. I love you all!

Thanks to all my friends for the great memories and

being there for me. Good luck to the class of 2006!

"If my past was a mirror, the reflection ofmy future

would be all the dreams I hold dear."

Patrick Cornelia

Pat, Patsy

>otball 1-4 Basketball 1-4 Baseball I -4 Captain,

l PATS 01, 03,04 SOX 04! Boston Riots, Zachs

luse+basement, Hakimis houses, woods, bonfire,

1, first time. Cook and milkies, Conleys crew SH,
D, OO, JG. Wrentham, Beruit SH, JG14
'hanks to all my friends that have helped me, WD,
t,00,JG,ZR,JP,AK,KC. Keep it going

D,MR,JL,PD, JC.Thanks to my mom and dad

ho I couldn’t have made it without.

The man who thinks he can and the man who
inks he can’t are both right.” Good Luck 06

Varsity Swimming 1-4 Captain Varsity Lacrosse 1-4

allmyluv To Mom Dad Kevin Sean Cameron

Grandmother Grandpa Friends...Thank you for your

love and support, I couldn’t have done it without you

Las Vegas Remember "TheBand

PlayedSongsThatWelladNeverHeardButWcDanced

Anyways” JG EW ZK JF KC JK AB ILoveYou!

DPsProml-4ScituateMaine C’apecod EmsBasement

ZRL7 C’owBoSoxPatsBatHawaii Italy

EZECNHCLN *KV*
GOOD LUCK 06

I will miss you, more than you will even know.

"One gets tired, you know being caught up in the

monotonous clockwork of the solar system. After

all, it isn’t as though I were dying or something.

Every-thing that ever was always will be, and

everything that ever will be always was."

I’ve changed by not

changing at all.

Think! It Aint Illegal Yet!

For ever.



Ashley Elise Craig

Thanks class of 06, 143! "We may lose and we may
w in but we will never be here again" Good Luck!

Thanks Momma, Jerimie, Dad, mamaw Granny, JJ,

Gma, Gpa.Ova and the rest of the fam, 1 LOVE U!

Freiners/Kendalls: Thanksl43 (Big Ken 143)

"It's better to be hated for who u are than to be loved

for who you're not" *CKCJSCNSDR: 143! CC,
Maine, VW2, 35 1 C (CML + CPZ'72) Good times!

Miss the 88+89!* CF-1 love u bubby! *JG

4/20/81-12/7/01 "Your in the arms of an Angel"

RIP, 1 love u!

"I hope you had the time of your life."

Richard Courtney

Ricky

“So before wre end, and then begin, we’ll drink a

toast to how it's been. A few more hours, A few

more Nights, A few more times that 1 can say. I've

loved these days”.GolfCapt,Hockey.CrazyTimes:

HockeySeason,MaineToumeyDozPancakes,

MailboxBB.Snowbank.LateNightDrides.TheBeach,

FLC.DSpots: ThePorchDRF’sOct28,Woods/bonfire,

BU/BCsim PromNight05,ChorusTripEngland.

Thanks4Everything Mom, Dad ESMK
Toallmyboys-Itsbeen real. JC-143 SFI*SF.These 4

years have been Amazing. Good Luck Class of 06.

Keri Crapulli

Hey Loser

"Supplies are endless in the evening, by the morning

they'll be gone" La Familia:Thanks for all. K
squared for life. The Contender: 4 years and going

strong.

"When I see my babies run thats whats real to me”

D.P.L. Dunes Crazy Frog "You and I wouldn't

change a thing” KC RD NN "One time for the

rodeo’The Helen Keller Hole in Ones remain

triumphant.

Thanks Newbies, you're B-MONTs finest. SDMR-1
couldn't ask for better.

"You stay classy San Diego”

Katelvn Corsino

Coors

"who’s to know what might have been, we’ll leave

behind a life and time, we’ll never know again.”

-L.R.

Mom,Dad,Brian,Jason,Leanne and Kevin, Thank

You so much for always being there to catch me
when 1 fall. I Love You All! To my friends, Thank

You for the fun times and the shoulders to lean on.

“We beat the odds” -JL

Best of Luck to the Class of 2006! Make the best

of it...

"I was there for you. And you were there for me.

Please remember, our time together."

Caroline Cowen
Care

“A moment is not w asted if a memory is made” It’s

been a crazy four years. Bahamas/Disney. Eurotrip.

3 musketeers ACEGIJLM. 1.13.05 always in my
heart, “as soon as I saw you I knew an adventure

was going to happen”-Winnie the Pooh. To my
family and friends- Thanks you for showing me the

meaning ofjoy & pain, the importance of never

giving up, the value of friendship, and giving me th

most spontaneous adventures of all. Good Luck 06

"Rejoice evermore”-! Thess 5:16

Nikki Lauren Crugnale

Nik

"When you get the choice to sit it out or dance I

hope you dance” —Lee Ann Womack

Life is a fast moving path of unpredictable events.

Mom,Dad & Joseph-Thank you for being there

when the road was rough. I love you! Thanks

friends for unforgettable memories! Best of luck to

the class of 2006!

"I was there for you and you were there for me.

Please remember our time together”

-Lee Ann Rimes



Ani Damatian

"Behind us are memories, beside us our friends.

Before us are dreams that will never end.”

Congrats to the class of 2006!

Thanks to my family for their support. ..and to my
friends...

"As we walk down the road we’ll never think

twice.our memories will last forever. And although

we’re off to different worlds, somehow we’re

together. These are the times to remember.”

Alex Deranian

peach cobbler

After

Philosophy of

Highschool has

Exceeded

Xyz

The

World

IS

NOW

Stephen Curro

Nicole Dayton

Nicolaya, DayDay

Thank you so much for everything Mom, Dad, Billy,

sara,

& JoJo!

softball l-4(capt)

BMC*PKJJMJOAJER* good & bad times

sut never forgotten!

'Always remember to slow down; live, breathe and

learn; take a look around you whenever you

aave time and never forget everything and every

person that has the least place within your heart.”

Finally I’m out!

Jonathan Dench

Kathleen Dahill

Katie

Harry nodded. He somehow could not find words

to tell them what it meant to him, to see them all

ranged there, on his side...” Thanks to everyone

whostood by my sided had so much fun, especially

with my skiing buddies and the artsy group.

Onwardsand upwards guys, onwards and upwards.

“When all your tears dry, let your troubles roll by.”

-Carbon Leaf



Kendra Desrosiers

Kay Kay, Kenny

“It’s my life

It’s my pain and my struggle

The song that I sing to you, it’s my everything

Treat my first like my last and my last like my first

And my thirst is the same as-when I came

It’s my joy and my tears and the laughter

it brings to me
It’s my ev-ery-thing”- Jay-Z

I would like to thank my friends and family who
supported me all of these years, through thick and

thin. And to everyone, much success and happiness,

keep it real and stay strong.

Anne Marie DiMatteo

AMD, Diddy

“Time will always take away moments, but the

memories will always bring them back...” Thanks

to Mom Dad Bob Mary Richie-for all the love &
guidance you give to me!!

*ABREEVE&StayClassy-KP&AP*
Good Times ’06

Javaberry-SSC-P.Mexico- OAR-TQN-goldfish-

DP’S-WinoStoughton-NH’05-Patsox-CapeCod

-Wondaland -Fockey05 ZR-33thanks.

MD-Together4ever I love you!!

“We’re No Where Near The End, The Best Is Ready

To Begin!”

Stephanie DeVito

“I do it for the joy it brings, because I’m a joyful

girl, because the world owes me nothing and we owe
each other the world”

Thank you Mom and Dad for all your love and

support. MeMe,Jen,George, ALL, I love you guys!

To my friends- Thanks for the good times 143.

*Live well Laugh often Love Much*
Best of luck ’06!

Holly DiPietro

Dirty Hippie, Curly, Dipiho

Thanx 2 my fam, friends & God 4 helping me get

here. Leigh ur like a sis. All u need is love-The

Beatles. Lose ur dreams & u could lose ur Mind-The

Stones. So many things have passed our eyes-Duff

McKagan. Sometimes is all the time & never means

maybe-Velvet Revolver. So nobody eva told us baby

how it was gonna be so what’ll happen 2 us baby

guess we’ll have 2 wait & see-Guns N Roses.

Time don’t let it slip away raise ur drinkin

glass here’s toYesterday-Aerosmith.

Peace N Love Dudes!

Kristen Devlin

“PEOPLE HAVE STARS, BUT THEY AREN’T
THE SAME . . . YOU’LL HAVE STARS LIKE
NOBODY ELSE...SINCE I’LL BE LAUGHING
ON ONE OF THEM, FOR YOU, IT’LL BE AS IF

ALL THE STARS ARE LAUGHING...YOU’LL
BE GLAD YOU’VE KNOWN ME. YOU’LL
ALWAYS BE MY FRIEND... YOU’LL OPEN
YOUR WINDOWS...AND YOUR FRIENDS
WILL BE AMAZED TO SEE YOU LAUGHING
WHILE YOU’RE LOOKING UP AT THE
SKY.THEN YOU’LL TELL THEM, ‘YES, IT’S

THE STARS.THEY ALWAYS MAKE ME
LAUGH!”’ -LE PETIT PRINCE

Sabrina Marie DiStefano

Bri, Sabri, Sabs, Sabsy

“I will remember you, will you remember me?

Don’t let your life pass you by, weep not for the

memories”LARS-I’ll never forget the good times

(“They’re in the Dishwasher”)... Nashoba,

Freshmen frees, would you Rather, sleepovers,

dancing in the streets, and those poker nights.

I love you Lauren-Thanks for putting my watch on

my belt loop. John-you make me crazy, I love you

so much.



Shernaz Dossabhoy

Nai, NayNay, Shabam

“Only as high as I reach can I grow, only as far as I

seek can I go, only as deep as I look can I see, only

as much as I dream can I be.”

Thanks Mom,Dad&Anita -Love you The nights we
felt alive-wino.Marghies, TQnights, myrtle st.

'The 1st cut is the deepest.’ Time after time *4*

"And all the roads we have to walk are winding

and all the lights that lead the way are

blinding.”-Bmix

May each of us find our own way.

Good luck class of 2006.

Will DuComb
DuComb, Willy Wonka, Dookie

Football 1 -4MGRBasketball 1 -4

“Love is always bestowed as a gift-freely,willingly

and without expectation. We don't love to be loved;

we love to love" BCBRSOENERPPNK-Great times.

KTLLSDB LoveYouAll.. Kate thanks for always

being there. Conleys Crew.To My Boys

OO.JG.SH.MC. Woods.Bonfire,Williams Basement

Soph year.OAR,

Markshouse.AM.Coldplay.Manho.Cookandmilkies.

ThanxMCSH Thanx to the parents & Bro

BoSox04 Good Luck Pats01,03,

’06 04

Sarah Eddington

Eddie, Haras

I “Every good thing will come in time. .As long as

there’s HOPE in our hearts” Thanks 2 my fam esp

i my mom love u frgy an Hen Thnx 2 all my friends 1

, love u all. So many memories fieldhocky miss u

j

Chike Pathy EB CapeB

\

F 2mboyatzee VAMT Groupie BSHS tash’just doit’

Rk PMmel my commentsRA hubbyBR MS Phil

|

thanks 4 stayin by myside ur my everythingl love u

now and forever

Starfish “Do not be afraid" JPaul II

!
"Live each day as if it

Were your last”

NO REGRETS

Twenty years from now you will be more

disappointed by the things you didn’t do than by the

ones you did. So throw' off the bowlines. Sail away

from the safe harbor. Catch the

winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. -Mark Tw ain

Thanks Family, easy mo’s, LARS, MO-MO’s, and

music nerds. I love you all!!!

Natasha Egorova

pinky

To the most important people in my life, mom. dad,

Dennis. Thanks for pointing me in the right

direction, I love you all.

BHSSL-MEL-EDJ-I love you guys I will never

forget all the great times we have had.

"Fate can only take you so far, then it is up to you

to make it happen."



Jessica Farrell

JJ, Jadxviga

you dream of colours that have never been made

you imagine songs that have never been played

they will try to buy you and your mind

for only the curious have something to find

it's foreign on this side and the truth is a better

friend reasons, few have i, to go back again there's

no place to hide but i don't think i'm scared,

just steady as we go

emj, friends, youth group, unirondack, revels,

va- i love you

take every chance you dare, i’ll still be there when

you come back down
103.

Emma Finestone

“Be the change you wish to see in the world.”

-Ghandi

ACEGIJLM + Neighborhood-ily

’"Soccer, indoor + outdoor track, cape cod '05, dance

parties w/ Hillary, Morning bagels, Coldplay,

Walden Pond, Oasis’"

“I hear you laugh, I heard you sing, and I wouldn’t

change a single thing.”

-Coldplay

Mom + Dad- Thanks for everything and the Reder’s

my 2nd family

“He not busy being bom is busy dying.”

-Bob Dylan

Natasha Fedan

“Life is one big road with lots of signs

So when you riding thru the ruts

Don’t complicate your mind

Flee from hate, mischief and jealousy

Don’t bury your thoughts

Put your vision to reality.

Wake up and live”

—Bob Marley/Anthony Davis

Johanna Fischer

Jo, Joho, Jowack

Thanks Mom & Dad, the fam & Milo for all your

love & support. Mike, you're always in my heart.

To my friends, 1 love you guys, we’ve had some

great times: Paris Em’s DPs LNC SPOT Apt. NH
ME ZR7KG Sci Bosox, love to my BUDS, and

much more to come.

“Got no time for spreadin’ roots, the time has come

to be gone, & to our health we drank a thousand

times, it’s time to ramble on.” -Led Zeppelin

“.
. .we danced anyway” AEEJJJKKZ

Maura Feeley

Feeley,Maury, The Poluinator

Thank you to all my family and friends who
supported me and helped me when 1 had no idea

what I was doing. :-) I love you Daddy and thank

you for everything. I love you guys, you know who

you are, I’ll miss you all!

There’s no time I heard her say

Catch your dreams before they slip away

Dying all the time

Lose your dreams and you will

lose your mind

-Ruby Tuesday

Simran Fitzgerald

Sim

Hockey 04-05, 05-06 XC Capt. Track Capt.

Greatest Hockey seasons ofmy life. Fun Saver.

Great Memories #15

All my ’06 boys-JG- RC/LP- MP- AP- OO- LL-

SH- MR- MM- WD-NA-PB -JA

-Good luck BU/BU-RICK
All my '06 girls- Good luck DSpots- Shaheem's,

Falmouth's, Oak St., Em’s, Cp’s, "My house” ‘S

Hockey Parties Luau ‘05 Mexican- you will be

missed Buy rite D-rides 5/20 Parties DRF Team

Canada 4/20 SF/JC/JG-Criminalz DA MILL ‘05

Thanks Mom, Dad, Mohan -Peace



John Fleites

Fleites

I would like to thank Conrad, Susie and Caroline for

always being there for me. Thanks to my mom for

always keeping me in line. Thank you dad for

everything that you did for me. I’ll see you at

heaven's gates. R.I.P.

Thanx to my boys JJZRJLJPAMKR
MMSORCLJCLCB thanx to all my other boys +

girls for all the good times we had + will have.

*Cape ’05, Jacuzzi, Vermont, NT, MV, MD, ME,
Campin, latenights, and good times.

“Keep your head up”- 2pac “Love is loyalty”-DT

Hold it down Darius and 2 anyl I 4got thanx.

Juliana Frazier

JJ Fox, Jage

I was bom very far from where I was supposed to

be, so I’m on my way home.”

-Bob Dylan

I got a lot of livin’ to do ‘fore I die and I ain’t got

time to waste.

—50 Cent

You know how it is, rockin' an' rollin' an' what not.

—Grease

Charles FitzGibbon

Chuckles

Imagination is more important than knowledge.

Albert Einstein

"You only live twice, Mr. Bond.”

And

You all are awesome.

11
Kimberly Fraser

Kim, Kimmy, Kimhy, Kimba

I
It’s been a long but fun 4 yrs. I’d like to say thanks

to my family 4 all the love and support! Thanks 2 all

my girls n guys at the table, much love 2 u 4 all the

I good memories. I’ll miss u all! 1 want everyone to

j

know that I’m unique n don’t care what others think

i
I’m me n that’s all I need 2 be.

Remember:

“It is better to fail in originality than to succeed in

imitation." —Herman Melville

Jillian Foley

Jill

From the exploring experiences at Winn Brook, the

discovering days at CMS, to the inspiring years at

BHS, the memories are endless. Thank you to my
family, friends, teachers, and coaches for helping me
become who I am today.

*D-ills, Dunes, Claddagh Sistas*

May your past be a Pleasant memory, Your future

fdled with delight and mystery. Your now a glorious

moment, that fdls

Your life with deep

Contentment

-Irish Blessing-

Peter Gallaher

"Certainly, travel is more than the seeing of sights; it

is a change that goes on, deep and permanent, in the

ideas of living."

—Miriam Beard

Last Acronym for Master Baboon



Pedro Galvao

I made it!! Thanks to my teachers, for putting up

with my incessant questioning and helping me out

when I needed it.

Friends for being there for me, listening to my
endless ranting and supporting me.

My mom, dad,Flavia and Ana for being such a

wonderfully supportive family through the endless

stress of my days. I will always remember these past

four years at BHS.

Best of luck to everyone in the future!

Connor Galvin

Galvin, c-money

life sucks wear a helmet

gOt pwned?

Senna Georges

"General opinion’s starting to make out that we

live in a world of hatred and greed, but I don't see

that... Often it’s not particularly dignified or

newsworthy, but it’s always there - fathers and

sons, mothers and daughters, husbands and wives,

boyfriends, girlfriends, old friends... If you look fc

it. I've got a sneaky feeling you'll find that love

actually is all around." -Love Actually

Marissa Garozzo

The Little Senior!

My fond farewell: bye bye :

)

\
Danielle Gaz

Ani Galstian

"And in the end, the love you take, is equal to

the love you make." -John Lennon

Thanks to my family for their love and

support .. . .Thanks to my friends for all the good

times . .

.

Congratulations Class of 06!



Cindy Genevieve Giron

Cindy Windy, Cindvpants, Cindizzle

"Laughing at life keeps the spirit young."

Much love and thanks to all my friends and family

for always being there for me. Remember the laugh

attacks! "Does anyone have gum?" BAKERISMS!
*The Anti-Christ, Whatever turns your porch light

on, heartbreak hotel, SOCI1ETY, Salboy, KAKA,
ALL rise, the mass has ended. AMEN!
I love you all, good luck!

Ciao, peace, and love!

MUAH < 3

Jesse James Golden II

J, Jdubs, MackMitlens

Football-3#75 Froshball Track

JP.OO.ZR.SF.CL.SH.JL.WD.MC.MM.SO That's

what's real!

Conely's Crew. Jaquzzi Night. Quincy-Jam'n champ

"It is what it is." JP-back at ya OO-boyz 4 LYF
D-Spots-Shaheems, "My house", B's SgZiggy's,

Em's. ST. J's/DA MILL
"Any day above ground is a good day."

"Success is a key to life"

"Ghetto slick w ith it"

SF/JC/JG - Criminalz

Class of 06

-good times

Tim Glynn

Tijo

Sonny's yearbook

from highschool is down from

the shelf.

And he idly thumbs through the pages.

Some have died, some have fled from themselves.

Or struggled from Flere to get to There.

Sonny wanders beyond

his interior walls.

Runs hus hands through his thinning brown hair.

—Paul Simon, The Obvious Child

Leave the Wall. Remember, you must always leave

the Wall.

Anna Goldstein

“There's so many different ways to be connected to

people. There are the people you feel this unspoken

connection to, even though there's not even a word

for it. There's the people who you've known forever

who know you in this way that other people can't

because they've seen you change. They've let you

change."

Thank you to my friends, family, teachers, and the

music department for watching me change. All my
best to 2006 - good luck exploring the infinite abyss.

Shun Gokita

Goki, Gokihuri, Shunita

BFIS Boys Soccer # 1

7

Thanks to my family and friends for

ill the good times and support.

^nin BAK.A TRIO FOR LIFE!

Viva Japan!

'Go Gokita!

Run like a Cheetah!”

Dennis Gikas

Gikas,D-Greek, Denny,Dens

io this is wut it feels like? Shout outs to 2

latt&Cass VMoney TRave Dukee pomps Murph

Biggie Boufo Jas Mark Ruebs Rich THM Sturzi

/ooch & 2 evrylelse you know h u r DReamMchne
,)tore24 GRKPrideGOYA Anas DaSpot o Mah
3awd BkRun MiniGlf Theyre in da way Sprinkler

.Snghts NoNo AlCaps Grimace Pelledlot Vette

Jone Btr@LiveJ Mykonos MV NYC Pats Bs Celts

Tanks Nicks RIP Hubs

d also like 2 thank Mom Dad Effie Yota YiaYia

md ESP
esus I appreciated URsupport

3HS thnx 4 all the memories!

!



Jill Gramolini

"Scars heal, glory fades, and all we're left with are

the memories made .

.

Soccer 1 -4Hockey 1 -4Lacrosse 1 -4

Memories - DMB OAR Em's Zach's Scituate Maine

ClubLateNight DP's Bosox Pats Apt

Thanks Mom Dad Allison & Brian for all your love

and support, I love you

Girls and guys of '06—Thanks for all the good times

"
. . .We Danced Anyway" AEEJJJKKZ

Mohammed Haddad

Sam Gross

Sam, SGross

Two message so be as read, people to more have

contents blurb It within of modesty the 2006 short

We our and thanks the the past, future, class you

missed, you and your from Mater.

—Falldown

Shawn Hakimi

Hakimi, Dream, Squanto

Football 1-4 Always Believe Baseball 1 Pats

01,03,04 Sox 04!!! My Conley's Crew

Mc,WD,JG,oo.The Jy Kelly.L&T.RIP

Buyrite.Kask.Thank you David Hagopian.18 hour;

pure. Oar,PEARL JAM.Party's,Woods,Bonfire, M
House. Beirut MC. Wrentham.To my boys

PB,RC,SF,MW we had some fun times.Thanks to

friends and family. Mom and Sherry I love you

Thanks for everything. MC&WD Thanks fella's.

The man who thinks he can and the man who

thinks he can't are both right.

Good Luck '06

James Greene

I would like to thank my friends, who throughout the

years have aided me time and time again; by

translating english into louder, clearer english.

Lauren Haffer

"The story of life is quicker than the wink of an eye,

the story of love is a hello and goodbye, until we
meet again"

-Jimi Hendrix

Thanks to my dad.mom.and Ian for all the love and

support.

ACE3GI2JK.LM- Let The Good Times Roll

*Just SMILE*



Sam Hamad
Hamod...Pff

William Harris

Billy, Boiifo, Ese

if you Pipe all Summer long

"hen get Forgiven in a song

Veil thats A touch,my lad

,Vhat became of the dreams

ve had?

)h. What became of forever?

fhough, we'll never know.

-The Libertines

Lilit Hartunian

ligh school was okay, which means the rest of our

res will be just fine.

o what makes you happy,

ve well,

avel far.

Id like to thank everyone. My Family and my
Friends, Mark,Rieh,Sal,Emil,Jonny,Jason,Geek, and

all the others.The parking lot after school, cars. Fun

Drag race, Vic&Volvo=BORLA, USA Muscle RIP

Hubcaps Smoke Shows in the stangs“Yo man spin

those tires”“My Ford eats RICE for B'fast’"‘My

Volvo."Greek41ife TI's Man 4yrs WOW “I own this

school" USA Bom Built Ford TOUGH "You work

for ME" JS- yasou, towncar,626.teg,GM,stangs,

fl 50,240,VIC, 123mph

in the Volvo Proud to be a 32percenter

Margaret Henry

Maggie

To my bandmates and teamates, playing with you on

stage and on the field has been a blast. To my
teachers, past and present, your dedication has been

inspiring to me. To Joe, Maura. Liz, and Chris,

thanks for teaching me and entertaining me. To my
friends. I wouldn't trade the times we've shared for

anything in the world. And to Mom and Dad. your

character and patience are unparalleled.

Thank you so much. I love you bunches and

bunches.

Douglas Harrison

Doug, Big D, Doog, Jobomoso

Ice money. I'll miss you dog

P.K.. Is a stone-cold killer

Stay away from him

Gone fishing

The amazon

Band life

Voyageur 2004

Lily Herman

Nerman, LiI

"BE YOURSELF. SAY WHAT YOU FEEL.

BECAUSE THOSE WHO CARE DON'T MATTER
ANDTHOS! WHOM \l PER DON'T CARE"

-Dr. Seuss

NYC TOO BLAH JUDE LAW!



Marisa Hoffman
Maris

Livelifeitsfullest IwannaThankinymomDadRobert

forgettingmethroughtese4years

Toallmyfriendsyouknowwhoyouallare

ICouldn'thavegottinthroughitwithoutallofyou

luvyouall!

Werefinallydone! LC41ife!

Alexandra Howitt

Alexa

"You must be the change you wish to see in the

world."

-Gandhi

"Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one

wild and precious life?"

-Mary Oliver

With all my love and gratitude to my family, friends,

teachers, my music & YG families, and the fabulous

class of 2006.

"Everywhere we go, we're gonna let it shine..."

Adam Howe

GO BHS WRESTLING
YAYO SCHOOLS OVER

THE DARK AGES
"I DID NOT HAVE SEXUAL
RELATIONS WITH THAT WOMAN"
CORNER TABLE
THE END

LIVE AND LET LIVE

David Hsi

DHsi, Hsisaw, Hsiwee, Little D

"I came, I saw, I conquered"

Caesar

Stand in black

Greek '06

Thanks to all of you who have helped me through

these years.

Kalyan ungune lewin

Georgia Howe

Plant a seed, plant a flower, plant a rose;

You can plant anyone of those

Keep planting to find out which one grows

It's a secret no one knows,

oh, no one knows,

Mmmbop

thanks to family, friends, the

neighborhood and everyone else

who has been wonderful to me
good luck 05

MADELEINE ENGLISH!

Virginia Hunt

Latara, Virg...in

To: '04 Sox, 3 Pats rings, defiling Marie's savio

Aaron Echolls' ashtray. Philosophy outings. Me
trial, CAPB. the art room, AP03, Chinese class,

9thgr English, robots, let's have a drink, I'll pou

love you all madly, hail Jasmine

"he tells them he's dead but not to worry cuz he

wellfed" He who cackled is the guilty party

-Filipino proverb

There's no sucess like failure and failure's no si » I

at all

-Bob Dylan

They aren't that close



Caroline Indge

Carly

Joseph Jebari

Joey

Elizabeth Jerison

Lincoln Johnsen

Line. L3, 2Dime

DAAAAAAAAAH!

Football 1-4 LAX 1-4 CBL
Feast of King's ES The Amazon Tunnel Gone

Fishing Pond Life KGdR. Baseball Eseapade S&R
04 Torches Mad Adventures.

"If you can't be a Cadillac be a Ford."

—Martin Luther King Jr.

dfl

"We're trapped in the belly of this horrible machine,

and the machine is bleeding to death."

-GODSPEED YOU BLACK EMPEROR!
so basically I enjoyed High School, and 1 will miss

everyone, but I'm also happy to escape the tyranny of

BHS. Also, I didn't learn a thing here that I wouldn't

have learned otherwise except for the vital

importance of being earnest.

"We're chained"— Pixies

Oh, and mom, I love you

'

>o not follow where the path may lead. Go instead

iere there is no path and leave a trail."

-Ralph Waldo Emerson

tank you Mom, Dad, Lucy, and Mae Mae for

ierything. To all my friends, thanks for the laughs

; d goodtimes.

ou have been my friend," replied Charlotte. "That

itself is a tremendous thing."

-E.B. White

Alicia John

Leesh, Johnny Girl

lere's to the nights we felt alive. Here's to the tears

>u knew you'd cry. Here's to good bye-tomorrow's

>nna come too soon.”

love you John family, mom-mo’s, and LARS,
tank you.

am thankful for laughter, except when milk comes
lit of my nose."

Woody Allen

In high school I learned that there are only 24 hours

in a day, and that you should smile through at least

10 of them.

"I am not bound to be timid and conventional;

indeed I can't afford such luxuries."

—Isabel Archer

The Portait of a Lady

"To wonder is to begin to understand."

—Albert Einstein

Kate Johnson

The first thing is to be honest with yourself. You
can never have an impact on society if you have not

changed yourself.

There is nothing like returning to a place that

remains unchanged to find the ways in which you

yourself have been altered.

—Nelson Mandela

All I really want our love to do is to bring out the

best in me and in you, too.

—Joni Mitchell



Graham Jones

Jonesy

“If you ask me how I want to be remembered, it is as

a winner. You Know what a winner is? A winner is

somebody who has given their best effort, who has

tried the hardest they possibly can, who has utilized

every ounce of energy and strength within them to

accomplish something. It doesn’t mean that they

accomplished or failed, it means they’ve given it

their best. That's a winner.” -Walter Payton

Football 1-4, Skiing 1-4, Laxl-4 Thanks to my
family I love ya’ll.

Jason Jones

Jay, JJ, Chocolate Thunda, Darkness

#9—9 minutes

"We are all self-conscious. I'm just the first to

admit it."—Kanye West

Big ups to: My Family. The Henry s, The Fleites,

and azn crew!

yeh boiii

C.L.—83’—02’

Jacquelyn Kaplan

Cheeese

"Today is the tomorrow we worried about

yesterday.”

Liz: My best friend, never change

Daddy: Fairytales can come true

Mom: Through thick and thin!

"And if you never stop when you wave goodbye you

just might find if you give it time you will w ave

hello again...”

To the class of ’06
. thanks for taking in the "new

girl"!Good times: DPS, LNC, Limes?, Bonfire, Apt.,

lacrosse. SPOT. ‘ruit. SOX+PATS, Maine, KWEY..

*AEEKKJJJZ: We danced anyway!*

Robert Kallwass

Robbee, Rob, Hobert

"You know you have achieved perfection in design,

not when you have nothing more to add, but when

you have nothing more to take away”

Universal Mind Essence

Feast of Kings

Gone Fishing Eating Smacks

The Amazon Shoveling

Hotshot RR MHD
Pipes in the blizzard

Paulcrusher Basement Party

The House

Kristin Kashgegian

KASH, Mouth

“So before we end. & then begin, we’ll drink a toast

to how it’s been.”

Mom, Dad, Mike, Grandma & Grandpa thanx for

supporting me I LOVE U

*A Friend is the feeling of forever in the heart* My
Crew- always there for me. Much Love! FH&LAX!
LJ- Thanks 4 standing by ME UR AWESOME Xo
JP KS TT 143!

"Hands dow n these are the best days I can ever

remember, always remember" Cheers to class of ’06

RUN KATIE RUN!

"You can’t lose what you don t put in the middle.

But you can’t w in much either."

-rounders

Kuzma Kataenko

—



John Kenagy

JK, Kanegs

Easy Money, Psycho Killer and China Cat

Sunflower

Brown?

“Hipsters, Flipsters, real cool chicks, sir.”

Grazing, Pipes in the blizzard

Sick at blue sky basin.

Building the Purple Pool table

Ping-Pong? Paulcrusher

The House

Universal Mind Essence

RIP John Lennon

Rebecca Franciszka Keithley

Bekka

“They say that these are not the best of times but

they’re the only times I'll ever know...”

Live each moment. Take nothing for granted. Have

no regrets.

I love you Lars

except Allie..

“Time is making fools of us again.” “....Let us step

out into the night and pursue that flighty temptress,

adventure.”

Anna Kaufman
(cough)man, Schnoker, Nunchik

ue past four years went by entirely too quickly, but

Wouldn’t change them for anything. Thanks to

leryone who has been a part of my life- Mom,
liot, Masha, Jennie. Thanks to my friends for

ling there. Remember the “Anna Parties” and

jtssian Pride.

1

ave tonight and fight the break of dawn, come

morrow, tomorrow I’ll be gone.”

ood luck class of 2006!

Nick Kaye

Neekwon, Pablo Escobar, Hazy

>

Ok guys, this probably isn’t gonna come out all mad
natural, but I’m sure all your moms know that this is

how it's supposed to be. Someone once told me that

this is not a rock throwing contest, and there is no

need to breed tadpoles. Makin banana pancakes!

Let’s reminisce-LA-Pwagon-highland-Wellington

Crew- All the power Gunther gave me-SMP-Alex

Gonzuquez-Dexter Jackson-rancor-and all the rest is

History... Bongggga!

Charles Kelsey

Chizz, Bubba, Bouchie

SHOUTOUT to the football team.

Good times4 #24. Track u kno xfactorz. Gotta

thank teachers from Butler 2 now. O yea all my
Butler ppl. Thank you 2 my Dad, Mom & Brittney,

thx yall. Thx to my Grandparents and, da rest of da

fam. Thx to my coaches, Saka, Gildea, Rufo,

Calson. All my ppl

Darryl, Big B, Mark, Ant, O, Sterls, Jdubs, Melv,

Darius, Dawdu, Keem. There’s 2 many. It’s ova

now man. It’s been good yall. Don’t b 2sad that

I’m gone. I’ll end this by just sayin always believe n

what u want, ex. our FB team. CYA

Alex Eve Keller

Allie

I

!)ne ship sails east,

nd another West,

y the self-same winds that blow,

is the set of the sails

ind not the gales,

pat tells the way we go. .

.”

nut up Bekka

Jon’t cry because it’s over, smile because it

ippened.”



Alec Kherlopian

LOPES, Special K, Fallopian Tubes

BROKEN WRIST + BANGED UP KNEE
+ BROKEN FOOT + TORN HAMSTRING
+ BROKEN ANKLE + TORN TRICEP
+ GAMES WON -N LOST + GIRLS +

FRIENDS + PARTYING = BHS

FOOTBALL 1-4 BASKETBALL 1-4

SHOUT OUTS TO ALL THE LADIES
•N FELLAS, MOM. DAD, D

It's a small world. I'll see you sometime soon...

Zoe Kostantinidis

ZoBanga

Thank you + sagapo: Ma. Dad. Meli. Yian. Sils

*ARS- my seester*

"For a moment this good time would never end"

Em’s LNC Apt. ZLR (7) Bonfire Hottub Scituate

DMB OAR Luau ’05 Too many DOMs TO nights

BOSOX + PATS Captl43 ruit . . & the rest * Miss

you Kalina

Good luck—JZJCOJMWSS*SSSKLT*
* AEEJJJKKZ * We Danced Anyway...*

Life is a series of hello and goodbyes I’m afraid it’s

time for a goodbye- Billy Joel *2006

“Take it one step at a time.”

-Author Unknown

•Congrats to the class of '06

. . .1 want to thank all of my family and friends

who've supported me through it all...

I'm out like fire in the rain and homes in a

hurricane.

Victor Kriger

Vicki, Little V, Vicca

Lets go Caf. . . Actually, lets go library. .

.

Kara Ktona

"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look

around you might miss it.”

-Ferris Bueller

Love you forever - Mom

Thanks to everyone who helped me get through

high school. I will miss you all.

• Bye Belmont!!

"Things are changing, we're growing apart. It's

not goodbye but a change in heart. The road

we've traveled was just the start. I'm sure we'll

meet again."

Mom, Dad. Kori, Kris couldn't have done it w.o

you I love you. Girls I owe it all to you I love you

"funny how those memories they last."

“Promise me you'll always remember- you're

braver than you believe and stronger than you

seem."-Winnie the Pooh

•We did it '06



Samuel Kvvon

Denise Lam
L.chop, D.Lam, Prez

“Not everything that can be counted counts, and not

everything that counts can be counted"

-Albert Einstein

Highschool has been filled with ups and downs,

happiness and hardships but in the end it was all

worth it. Thanks to all my friends that have stuck

with me and Mom,Dad,Dan who have supported me
the whole way. It’s been fun.

Good Luck class of 2006.This one counted.

Darryl Laforest

Boy Wonder. Big D, Biscuit

First and foremost I want to thank God through him
all things are possible. I'd like to thank my parents;

I love you. I'd also like to thank Felicha, Andy, Ms.

McCarthy, my coaches and fans. Now I'm leaving

you w ith a quote so pay attention.There are two men
in life: one who says 1 can and another who says I

can’t, both of them are right. Which

one are you? Shout out to all my aces Tone, Chizz,

B, Mark, Big O. and D (to the rack burr) we here we
made it. It's a WRAP.

William Lane

Abbott, Sven, London, Snuffles

Hi skool tot me alots of theengs. Fiuraiy foure

edyukashion cus it maykes youe git smaurt cus wee
lemed aboute things like aminals, and theiy have

rabies and biyte peeples, ‘specially monkees cus yu

cant looke at thems cus they throuw crap and stuff at

you and git angry wen yu look at them and throwe

crap n stuff at yoo cus their mad. Monkees amt

smart cus they did not git a hi skool edjumacation. I

donut got rabees, cuz the monkee never did bit me.

Mathieu Laine

Majyoo, Brian St. Pierre

vould like to thank God for all that he has given

i. To my family: thank you as you have been by

y side every step of the way. To all ofmy teachers:

ink you for everything you have done for me and
; entire class of 2006. Christmas is real fun. Big

8 to Brian St. Pierre.

hout hell yeah from my vehicle, living is a

iracle."

irian St. Pierre.

ortugese Jonathan Vilmas are madd similar to

linese artifacts."

iris Shelton is a legend.

lanks to Mom, Dad, Jasi, & Maija for always

: ng there for me. Thanks to the Mattlemans for all

: support and good times. Class of ’06, it’s been

01. Best of luck to you all.

' ur deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Out

::pest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure.

:k our light not our darkness that frighten us most,

ur playing small does not serve the world.”

lelson Mandela

Niklas Kubasek
Nick



Ronnita Langham

Remy E. Lawrence

These four years have been a fight for me, but I am
so proud of myself for making it through. 1 have 2

thank my family for always believing in me. I will

always remember my time here at BHS. I can’t wait

to see what life has in store for me. Much love to the

best friend any 1 could ask 4. Juice. And good luck

to the class of 2006.

Reid Larsen

"Good friends we have, oh, good friends we’ve lost

Along the way.

In this great future, you can't forget your past. .

.”

—Bob Marley

Soccer 2-4 #19 Tennis 1-4 # 1

“If you make work a game, you can play your life

away”

my Dad Stowehouse.BCGames, swear.fallSurfing,

luka, Bowl'nJcuziNZ, U pickle!,BamPrtys,

futvollyBL, Costa,outwest, BRS.justride

To my family for supporting me the whole, way.

Later ‘06

Walter Lazarz

Wally

“A man is but a product of his thoughts. What he

thinks, he becomes.” -Mahatma Gandhi

Congrats Class of 06, Good Luck! Thank You Mom.
Dad, Kevin, Diane, and John; YG and all other

friends and family. You made me what I am today.

"Afoot and light-hearted I take to the open road.

Healthy, free ... The long brown path before me.

leading wherever I choose.” - Walt Whitman

John Laskaris

A FRIEND IS A SECOND SELF
-ARISTOTLE

Yejee Lee

Mom and Dad, thank you so much!

1 couldn’t have survived all the tests.homework

and quizzes without you two. I'd also like to that

all my friends and teachers for this w onderful yet

It was unforgettable!!!

Good luck, everyone!



Julian Lewis

Julz, JDaddy. Jibbl Kid

Thank You Mom and Dad,you have guided me well

through the years.Uncle John. My Cousins, the

Tobester and Judy,love you all.ZR,JP,CL-Best of

The Best-ZK,AB-Thanks.K.RC-LOVE YA Hockey

+ Baseball.I will never forget all the

memories.—PatsBoSox04,Jacuz.B's on the porch

Superman.SFJ GOT the MaJic Stlck-haa.Thanks

Jojo' u-got that CKB. ZR-boy 4 life,we're going

places.

“Life's like a game of poker, it's all about expanding

your chips" -Julian Lewis

Christopher Link

Chris, Christopholous, the Estonian

ER.SC.CU.PG.AD-Great times

together.MEMS:SC’s basement& cookouts/PG's

room&basement, BandBash &GSA Dances/Dress-

up& 80's Dance parties @JF's/ Perma-S

weekend/Leggo movies/Bands/ Lexington party/JC’s

BBQ/Flea/KW'S JV sleepover.

“The most beautiful thing we can experience is the

mysterious. It is the source of all true art&all

science. He to whom this emotion is a stranger.who

can no longer pause to wonder&stand rapt in awe. is

as good as dead: his eyes are closed" AE

Caroline Leone

Carrie, Care-Bear, Hotpants

"It's time now, to sing out tho" the story never ends.

Let's celebrate, remember a year.

In the life of friends.

Remember the love!” -RENT
WOW-itFEELSlikeYESTERDAYthatlwasBRAND
new AND didn'tKNOWanyoneandMOSTpeople

THINKiSTILLdon ’t-BUTnowldo,ANDevery
MINUTEsinceYESTERDAYhasBEEN great.

No sports and no clubs, but lots of friends, lots of

dance and lots of love. Remember

Porcha Lewis

Lauren Leofanti

Lo, Laur

( Let The Good Times Roll . .

.

CvPE.OAR.BONFIRE.LUAU.WINO.DPS.
Unites. ZLR(7)* Myrtle.DINER.NH.NYS04. Rt2.

PJOPS.

"Time after Time"*4*

for a Smile We Can Share the Nighf'LAK*
" anks Mom+Dad Love You both

'o before we end and then begin.we’ll drink a toast

thow it’s been. A few more hours to be complete,

. few more nights on satin sheets. A few more

ties that I can say... I’ve Loved These Days.”

ove Ya’ll - Forever Young*

Otacha Lewis



Boris Lippeveld

Frenchy, Sneaky Frenchman

Jing Liu

Jenna

“Time you enjoy wasting, was not wasted.”

-John Lennon

Soccer 1-4 Tennis 2-4

Good times have passed, and it’s time to move on to

better ones. Good luck to all my friends and the class

of 06, 1 hope you all live long and successful lives.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Marie, and Julie for being there

when I needed you most.

“Other things may change us, but we start and end

with family.”

-Anthony Brandt

Michael Liu

puffyhoy, db

“If you think you can, you can.

If you think you can’t, you’re right.”

I would like to thank Ms.Tumer,my teachers and all

of

my friends for making my four years of high school

such a

great experience.

Most of all, I want to thank my parents for their

support.

Christopher Lo

Chris

Don’t let the Californian hide

Be the man you are inside

There is no sin except stupidity.

-Oscar Wilde

What good is grass when horse is already dead?

What good is horse when grass is already dead?

-Ancient Filipino proverb

Seriously.

Colin Lunday

Whatyou know bout Whitey Ford?

RWSSLLPGLH-My Life

MILO:Thanx for getting me here

mr.roy, you taught me so much.

BabushkaCAPIZZABOYnhdBPLDAPH+
SARSfrench: KGJLBLCHERmfaBKspanwedmash
P-TOWN promX COUNTRYgoodtimesAP03
shootingstar+glowfishCREW parisNEWYORK
w/LILTOOBLAH judelaw SWTCHFT
CONCERTrisdprclg05MICHAELISMS
#107disease ddots, THECORKmanpaxmanpon

Everything useful perishes through use...should I

not rejoice at being useless?

-Chinese Proverb

To All underclassmen: No Socializing in the library

after school

Five (5) to a table!

no cell phones!

Football-3 FRESHBALL where is the PG?
“Thats how I did it in my school days”-BIG L

SOXRIOT&SNOWBOWL@1/2TIMEPATS200
To all the real people who made it all

worthwhile. ..Thank You "champagne for my real

friends and real pain for my
sham ffiends”-25thHour “These memories & tim

is all we got, aint nothin like memory lane but in

my head I hear my mom say 'baby how many tin-

have I told you, you can’t hang on to the past'”

MED TOTHEFAMILYILUVUPEACEOUT
“I’ll be in the artroom.'



Phong-a-long, Flava-Flav, Canada, Rice Pattie

Vhen it hurts to look back and you're scared to

ok ahead, look to your side and your friends will

there.”

Anonymous

ranks to all my friends and family for the

emories; I'll never forget all the good times

e’ve had.

ass of '06, we’ve been through it all. Good luck

d have fun with wherever life takes you.

sian on the mic out. Much love and peace!

'here is only one road to human greatness:

rough the school of hard knocks.”

Albert Einstein

Raissa Macklin

Rae, *Booboo's*

m glad I’m finally leaving. I never really liked

elmont. Thanks to the very few who made my
xperience good. I’ll remember the basement, the PJ

rew, cussing out the unimportant people ... 1 had

rme high times, some low times, but through it all,

le important people have stuck by me. I love you

ash. You've always been there. For all of my
iends, Peace, I'll miss you and goodluck in

verything you do. To those I don't like . . .you better

ope I don't see you. (I’m finally) OUT!

Anthony Lydgate

Longboat, thony

And if i sing you are my voice

-ee cummings

“shaken, not stirred.”

Seth MacLeod

"It’s true that hard work never killed anybody, but I

figure why take the chance."

—Ronald Reagan

"1

Yuan Ma

"By three methods we may leam wisdom: first, by

reflection, which is the noblest; second, by imitation,

which is the easiest; and the third by experience,

which is the bitterest."

—Confucius

Life of four high school is rich and impressive.

It means forever.

Thanks to my parents.

Salome Maldonado

Salo

Sabiendo que el cambio nos afecta, algunas veces

hay que decidirse entre una cosa a la que estamos

acostumbrados y otra que nos gustaria conocer.



Efthimia Mallakis

Effie,Fee, Efina,F-Bomb!

"Grass ain't greener wine ain't sweeter on either side

of the hill."9mile skid on a lOmile ride hot as a

pistol but cool inside, cat on a tin roof dogs in a pile

there's nothing left 2do but SMILE, SMILE,

SMILE!" "Watch each card you play & play it slow."

GDEAD "Some say I'm crazy but I have a good

time, life's been good to me so far!"

Smokin on bamboo sippin on P. Stock! Thanks to

my fam...: " We tight more than connect4" Busta

Butchy I love you to death, Take a bite out of crime

XOXO06

Emily Marcantonio

Em

"Take care of all your memories. For you cannot

relive them."

—Bob Dylan

Aleksy Mankowski

Alex

“Allllright kids.. It’s time for a homework check!”

“How is education supposed to make me feel

smarter? Besides, every time I learn something new,

it pushes some old stuff out of my brain. Remember
when I took that home winemaking course, and I

forgot how to drive?”

—Homer Simpson

Alessandra Markantonis

ACEGIJLM ily

"I guess your just what I needed"

track 02-04

Cheerleading 04-05 capt. 05-06

‘Disney/Bahamas, England, Cape Cod (post prom).

Vineyard*

"good times never

seemed so good"

Thanks to my family I love you

I’ll miss you class of 2006

‘always remember

Stephen Manning

William Martin

Pepe, Will

It seems like yesterday that I walked through the

school doors for the first time. Thanks Mom, Mike

and all who have helped me get through school. Al

my friends keep yo heads up Burke T Watson JP

CM MA Going 70 on Waverly My brother Dan JG

JM MB 2004 World Series Champs
"We ride together we die together bad boys for

Life"

Danny have fun and continue the Martin Legacy

Good Luck everyone.

Class of 2006 will always be remembered.



Daphne Marvel Chris Masciari Marie Mathis

RiRi, Trixie, Muffin

I rise in the morning tom between a desire to

rove the world and a desire to enjoy the world,

t makes it hard to plan the day.”

i. White

nks for EVERYTHING Mom, Dad, Elsa, and

>e, I love you!

all of my friends: Thanks so much for all of the

iport and all of the memories, I love you guys!

rd luck class of 2006!

Jesse Mattleman

iere is always some madness in love. But some
son in madness." —Nietzsche

the love: thanks to my mom, dad, the Kubaseks,

1 my incredible teachers over the years.

the madness: thanks to Jakey, Niki, Ari, my
azing friends from all over, and of course ....

class of 2006.

"Though we travel the world over to find the

beautiful, we must carry it with us or we find it not."

—Ralph Waldo Emerson

It's hard to conceive that life is about every

second, but when you do you will see everything

in a new light.

Much love to Mom Dad and Julie, my family and

friends. Shellay and Rosie—miss you tons!

"Nights 1 can't remember, friends I'll never forget."

"We get a little further from perfection/each year on

the road/I guess that's what they call character/I

guess that's just the way it goes/better to be dusty

than polished/like some store window mannequin."

—Ani Difranco

PIDIDDLE!

Emily Mauger

Grade, Mango, HalfnHalfA ngel

Melvin McKenzie

Melv, Mack, God, etc.

13 years with you people, I should get a medal. No

really, where is it?

Here's what 1 remember of high school: China, "Sop

oprahs", my new washer/dryer, sugar highs, blonde

moments, French 4&5, Adler's Pre-Calc, Surman

going for a walk, Ms. B's Chem class, noseterbating,

sticky fingers, oranges, choc chip pancakes,

announcer, pop goes the weasel, 6 sugars, peacock,

bouncy-bouncy, dance, parade, slalom, CW,

lunchtable.

Thanks y'all. CTAO! I LOVE YOU, JIM!

Aight, 1st things 1st, NO FRESHMEN ON THE
WALL!!!

2nd: Shoutout to my Boyz, Chu, Keeme, D, Dawdu,

Big Brandt, Darryl AKA Biscuit, Charles, Sterlz,

Fake-D, H-Block, Timmie, Those we've lost: Daryl

H, Dre, and Colby, the sophomores, and anyone else

I've forgotten.

To my Girl, My LUV, Karlah: Stay up mami. Be

E-Z, Be Good, But most importantly, BE
YOURSELF!

"I got 99 probs. but a B. Aint 1



Heather McPherson Edward Megerdichian

Eddie

"Never give up until you have released your unused

capacities for service and shared your gifts with

others. One enkindled spirit can set hundreds on

fire.”

- William H. Danforth

Keep smiling and stay fabulous.

Mom, Dad, and Niha-You keep me inspired. All of

my love!

“Surely joy is the condition of life.”- Henry David

Thoreau

Shine on.

Kamina Mikailova

I am so glad that I came here from CRLS my
sophomore year b/c I got to meet all of you. Here I

am ready 2 start a new life @ college (JWU). Shout

out 2 all my friends - Garine thanx 4 being there 4

me. You are so pretty. 1 am going to miss you all.

even though 1 didn't know all of you. but that is ok

b/c you are all great people. Holly is awesome
Thanks 4 a great time. .

.

don't be afraid to find me somehow. I'd love to talk

& chat about everything. Ttyl

Patrick Millane

Thank you to all my friends

and teachers for supporting me

Mom, Dad. Samira I love you!

Good Luck Class Of '06!

Football Baseball Prom '05

Patriots Super Bowls

Red Sox World Series 04

Good times late nights

Great friends

"Life is what you make of it"

Thanks to Mom. Dad,

my grandparents, siblings,

and Jenna

1 love you all and could not have done it without

you

Good luck class of '06

Amelia Catherine Micheli

To my family: I don’t say it enough, but I'm so

grateful for all of your love and support. I would b

so lost without you.

To my friends: There is not enough room here to

say

what you all mean to me, but I can't imagine me
spending these 4 years with a better group of

people.

I'm so happy to have ended up in Belmont with al

of you. Thanks for everything.

dfl

Joeana Mills

JMills, Joey , The Blonde One

THERE R SUM THINGS IN LYFE U DON'T
UNDERSTAND 1 of em me. I WANT TO SAY
THANKS 2 my family & friends 4 being there, f

shout out to my gurls & guys. “I’m only one call

away " Memba ”My B" YEAH so what I'm

blonde I drive A 91 5.0 Mustang GT U loose no

matter what. “Furry boots" “Y is Ur car running?

“It's not it’s an automatic fan'' "20 yrs from now

you will be more disappointed by the things you

didn't do than by the ones you did. . ..Catch the

trade wind in your sails.EXPLORE.DREAM”
—Mark Twain



Courtney Morton

Court, Freckles

|’e are free! Finally..! no more 2hr detentions b/c

u mom didn't call u in, no more late slips from

5 .Glover, no more homework, now we can b

rselves.Thanks 2 all the ppl who helped me get

ough this! Special thanks to Nene+Dad 4

ending all that S on Blaine and proms L.O.L

houtoutz-Ashley Cruz-I got u! CamCam-Shh..! 2

ter ppl-thanks4 all the good times! Miss u much,
ario-thank u I luv ya! 2 the Willaims- Great Talks

3-637-Dedicate my success 2 my Uncle Arty

IP.!

John Mosley

Mos-Def J-Mos

Congrats to the class of 06.
1
just wanna give thanks

to my Aunt Barbara, Uncle Joe, and my sister Sam.

Thanks for your support. Shout out to my boy Nick

Zambello. Thanks for always being there. It's over!

College, here we come!

Football- 4 yrs # 20

Basketball -4 Yrs # 22

Baseball-2 Yrs (DOO-RAG)

"I love you like a fat kid loves cake”- 50 Cent

06

Daniel Jesse Millstein

Dan, Danno, Big-D, D-Rail

i ever have kids (haha) and they read this I want

Ip to know that their Dad told bad jokes, did cool

rgic, liked Batman, and brought great vegetables

<j lunch.

' Mom, Dad, and the Siblings

1 BPratt for all of the good times. To Phong, the

: ilest Canadian since Wolverine.

' tere must be some way out of here/ Said the Joker

(ihe thief/there’s too much confusion/I can't get no

,ef.”

ob Dylan

So it goes...

Carolyn Mosca

Mark Moroso

The most important lessons you will leant in high

school are not in the class room.

Thank you Mom Dad Tony & Rosie.

Thanks to all my boyz-Ant-Kyle-John-O-Jess-Sean

D-Brant-Chizz-Link-Colin- and Mr.S

“Success is never permanent and failure is never

fatal” C.C.

Good times in the Boom Boom Room It was fun

Good luck to all Thanks for the memories.

Anthony Monteiro

Ant, Tone

I first want to thank God for my health and good

fortune, I want to thank my Mother and my Father

for their support and love. Without you guys I

wouldn't be who 1 am today. 1 want to also thank my
little man Joe, you have always been there for me. *1

love you all*

I want to give a shout out to all my boys: Big D,

Mark, Kyle, Chizz, Flietes, Nick & Big B.aka

Sexual Chocolate.

"Hey Kate" SM
"The saddest thing in life is wasted talent.”

—A Bronx tale

“Be cool class of ‘06” "Be Cool”



Ryan Mulcahy
Aleister Friendly

Richard Murphy Tyler Murphv-Tucker

Tvbaby

To thine own self be true. 1969 Boss 429 Mustang

Engine: 429ci V8
Power: 375bhp

Torque: 4501b. ft. Compression: 10.5:1

Bore & Stroke: 4.36” x 3.59”

Carburetion: 4-Barrel Holley

Valve Gear: Pushrod OHV
Hydraulic Lifters

Hemisphere Chamber

Transmission: 4-Speed Synchro

Finial Drive: 3.91:1 Hypoid

0-60mph: 7.1 sec. Quarter Mile: 14.09 sec, 102mph

Sarah Myers

SAY, SAR

"There's always something there to remind me...'

Thanks to my friends 143! SK&SB All the good

memories! 20 too many, bowl.

Luau05, crazynights, "ruit, bonfire, TQnights,

OAR, BOSOX, Pats. Guys-Goodluck! Girls- it’sj

the beginning....

Cheerleading Capt. 2-4.

Mom,Justin,Grampy-Thanks and the rest of my
family love you

1 1/8/50-12/1 8/97*dad-God bless

"I shall miss this thing when it all rolls by.”- DM1

GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 2006!*

Gloria Nabakka

Glory>, Gloris, G-baby

"We may lose and we may win though we will never

be here again. .so take it easy” Class of '06 good

luck!

“Well troubles they come and go But good times,

they're the gold And if the road gets rocky Just

steady as we go”

Thanks ACEG1JLM it wouldn't have been the

same w ithout you. "I guess your just what I needed”

Kily, Mom. Dad, and Jamie, thanks for everything.

I'm lucky to have you all in my life.

"Put me a highway and show me a sign and take it

to the limit one more time”

"You gotta take the good with the bad, smile with

the sad love what you got and remember what you

had. Always forgive but never forget, learn from

mistakes and never regret...”

Mom,Dad.Burke,Jay-1 couldn't have done it without

you! 1 LOVE YOU
MY GIRLS-NOTHING COMPARES 143

Late night,Wino,Myrtle,Luau’05TimeAfterTime*4*

S&S EXPLOSION
“In this great future you can’t forget your past”

Good Luck Class of 2006

“I CAME, I SAW, I CONQUERED” AM

"We learn a lot in life and I have realized that it's

beta to have an open-mind than a closed heart.

Love is more powerful than hate. Throughout tht

4 years I have learned who is a tru friend and wh

not. Friends come and friends go but tru friends

will always be there.

"Pop goes the weasel" "My B" "Sarita did you fl

the toilet?" "Sleepin pills?"

lma miss the laughs and even the pointless dram

Good luck!!



Katie

Avia Navickas

AV.AVS

i d
Catherine Nelson

: the life of me
innot remember

) at made us think

!

we were wise

we'd never compromise,

the life of me,

nnot believe

4d ever die

i these sins

.1 were merely freshmen.

Ed Nolan

Wasted

'jffle Ball 06

The Doors of perception were cleansed,

::rything would appear as it is— infinite."

William Blake

BR, SO, BC, NK, WD, ER, PP-I Don’t

member much but what I do was funny —"This TV
4'ks can't even go inside it" Duurrrrrrrrr "You
I>UD sneezer but not now" Coldplay, Oasis, OAR,
tiost SO.CO Sucks—PaddyWagon - SP04
1-FriRitual - "They're not even pebbles at all!" GO

•’X WSC04
DyNestyO 10304

lice BHS, it was fun.

Once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk

the earth with your eyes turned skyward, for there

you have been, and there you will always long to

return.

—Leonardo da Vinci

Fam and friends: I love you.

Thank you for laughter and love.

Hang on, it won't be long until your heart fills with

wonder and your lips won’t stop their song. Hang

on.

—The Sifted

Mark Nolan

Thanks to everyone: Parents, Mike, rRchie, Jason,

Billy, Connor, Gikas, Willie, of course Bessie, and

everyone else there's not enough room for. It's been

awewsome. All 135 Mazda horses of it.

In the words of Dan Rather,

"Let's hit these biscuits with a dab of gravy."

Willie Nichols

Soccerl-4 Good times, thanks to all my friends. I

earned no pickle points.

The elves will keep cleaning.

Proud to be a 32%er

Oleg Ogarkov



Stephen Oleski

Falldown, Steve O, Scuba Steve

three, was as as possible We, in form perfect divided

of amongst is the our to class as of humbly best our

to members ultimate present. To of will we luck,

prosperity life our

-Vanilla Fais

I have never let my schooling interfere with my
education-

—Mark Twain

Orson Oriol

Double Oh, Oh, Big Oh, Morpheus

Football 1-4 & Track 2-4 Cpt 06

“There’s gunna be some stuff you’re gunna see

that’s gunna make it hard to smile in the future"

-Tupac
memories:Luau 05.World Series Rioting, Tues.

Night Conleys, ZRS 7k3gs,BMC, Wudz & many
more

Thank you mom & junior for all the support.

My boys-jjjjmwsscz

To my budz: Kime, Light, Wizer

No regrets, just an experience

Sean O'Neill

“Education is an admirable thing, but it is well to

remember from time to time that nothing that is

worth knowing can be taught" —O.Wilde

I want to say thanks to my family for everything.

Matt ur my best friend, it's been real.

Philly/Attitash/thehighland/ALCS/

OAR!Almost/Oasis/Coldplay/Pwagon/Capecod05/

Moroso’s

“Do u think God gets stoned? I do, look at the

platypus.”

-RW
"Its never over, she's a tear that hangs inside my
soul forever.”

liana Orloff

Lany, Lasagna, Duck

Softball 1-4 Cpt 06

ACEGJLM too many good times for words to say

143!

“I guess you’re just what 1 needed!”

ND ur my softball sis for life good luck, JM ily

you mean more to me than you will know,

mom&dad thanks 4 everything,

rach I luv and miss you so much!

Good times: FI ESC, Theres a cat there, vineyard 05,

#6!, woods. Boarders & so many more

“We did not change as we grew older, we just

became more clearly ourselves”- Lynn Hall

*Good Luck 06, I’ll miss you!*

Michael O'Regan

Mike

Football, Baseball, Hockey, Remembering all the

times we had at BHS. Feast of kings, eggscapade,

pond life, entourage, Mirage Mahal, RORB. prom,

eating Smacks, trucks at BK, throwing hamburgers,

apple pie, start a game, Tre Beisel, gone fishing, f

Raft battles w/ PK, white tees and to the girls and

my boys

"Extravaganza, time sits still

No propaganda be wary my skill"

-Cappadonna I
Lastly, I want to thank mom, dad, Kerri, Erin, and

Kelsey thanks for the support - 1 love you

Arman Palian

I'm sick of follow ing my dreams. I'm just going to

ask w here they're going and hook up with them

later.

—Mitch Hedberg

Memory is a w ay of holding onto the things you

love, the things you are, the things you never want

to lose.

--Wonder Years

Soccer 1 -4. start a game
Thanks to every one. Dad. Mom, Mer



Joseph Dominic Paratore

Joe,JoJo Mundo.Sumo

oalMBBall Makinthat Chedda I Got that C.K.B

iknow ME! ZR7kg 'OIDOS JL"YouGotThat
• Hot Tub, Maine, Scituate, Porch.

nStreetDiner. Thanks Ma, Pa, Mel, Tine &
1 Luke, Gianna, Andy. ILoveYouGuys.

YouCanMakelt. JDUBS - WatchYourBack.
i Always 4eva. Summa '05MoodscapesC'rew. CC
i Mi's, 28 =0's. WetMango = B's

)JG,Bigo,CL.JF,SS, MY LADIES
hs country, YouGottaMakeTheMoncy.

1 WhenYou GetTheMoney, YouGetThcPower.
i WhenYouGetThe Power, ThcnYou GetThe
<ien" TONY MONTANA.Jwizzy Out

Levon Panek

Lev, Ogre

The hero and the coward both feel the same thing,

but the hero uses his fear, projects it onto his

opponent, while the coward runs. It's the same

thing, fear, but it's w hat you do w ith it that matters.

—Cus D'Amato, boxing trainer

Alexandria Pargoli

Pargs

"...We were brave, we were crazy, we were mostly

young, young, hey wishin' we were older, wishin’ it

wasn't over."

Mom, Dad, Danielle, Sal-thanx for all your

support, I Love U

To my friends, so many crazy memories, you guys

were always there for me, JW—you're amazing,

tahnx for aiwats standing by me, ya girls hockey.

"Drop it like it's hot!"

GOOD LUCK CLASS 06!

Philip Panaitescu

Phil, Rambo, P-funk

Hw'ledge speaks, but w isdom listens"

—Jimi Hendrix

( ngton—NKENSOWDERBCBR
psse 1-4 Cape 05 Highland GB hits . . . For

p
who know freestyle sessions

i love to Ma, Pa, and Sis

r Belmont High, you will all be missed

pu’re robbing a bank and your pants fall down, I

r it's okay to laugh and to let the hostages laugh

i ecause, come on, life is funny."

—Jank Handy

IpCIATED!!!

Emilia Papanicolaou

Em

My Family and Friends mean more to me than I can

ever say.—Thank you!

Where I go I just don't know . I to got to gotta take it

slow.

When 1 find my peace of mind. I'm gonna give you

some of my good time.

—Red Hot Chili Peppers

LastAcronymforMasterBaboon

Everything that is

contradictory creates life.

—Salvador Dali

Andrew Patrikalakis



Nichole Payne Michael Pearson

Mike

John Perino

LJ, L

I would like to thank everyone who has helped me
get to this point in my life, especially to my close

friends and my family. It has been a very long four

years filled with hard work and dedication. WE
FINALLY MADE IT! I wish everyone in the class

of 2006 the best of luck and remember . . .NEVER
put off until tomorrow, the fun you can have today!

Lastly, to my BHS Step Squad, never give up and

keep on steppin' to the fullest.

Molly Peters

Class of 06 we did it! We had fun but now it's

time to Growup and...Na just kiddin we gunna

go have even more fun now! Watup class 05:

JC GG AM HD JI of course my whole class of

06 SH mdun(yahtzee) IO OO DOWZAA! JM EO
JC SKEM Bwatts NH kids frazel JF RJ(O-god)

Thanks to you all for the good and bad times

I definatly learned alot

Of course thanks to my Mom and Dad & my
teachers who helped me make it through school.

Alright Guys its been fun. keep in touch & enjoy

yourselves.

Akeeme Phillip

"A man who doesn't spent time with his family

can never be a real man" Thanks mom dad

Chris Justin 1 Love You Guys. Shout out to all

my friends KK TT KS we had some good times,

late nights. Prom, Pats Parade Cape Flipcup I'll

Never forget the crazy things we did! Kristin

:Thanks for always being there for me we had so

great times. I Love You 12/23/04 Hockey Baseb;

“RIP Dorothy”

“Run Katie Run”

Cheers to Class of '06'

“Eve been the King, I’ve been the Clown. Now
broken wings

can't hold me down. I'm free again"-Ozzy Osbourne

"1 try to let the river flow in and out of me, and pray

1 float the way I think 1 want, and pray I float at all”

-Guster

We do it better in the dark. .

.

"Forsan et haec olim me meminisse iuvabit”

-Vergil, Aeneid 1 :203

"Outside of a dog. a book is a man's best friem

Inside of a dog it's too dark to read."

-groucho

marx



)on’t take life too seriously you’ll never get out

ave’’ LAXl-4capt Hopefully when this comes out

\ can say we won some games-

ftPPNAB&MlAJA *Bus crew-MP&JA *TO THE
0&08 GIRLS & 06ERS WHO STAYED 06ERS
* eekend crew-u know who u are. 5-20

ftties,DMB. Williams beach house,53

I)imouth,29oak, bonfire

!7Rutledge,123common,321oring & Afternoon

Lit...Good times! Thanks for everything Mom,
L an & all the guys & gals who should be in this

Jing Qin

Jingy,Jing-a-ling,Jingers

“Ready, ready to RUN”-DC
Always there for me-love you mom.dad.and family

abcdefghiJKLmnop-LoveYou Girls

“I'll be there for you'TRIENDS
To ALL of you & THE BOYS
ABREEVE&StayClassy- AMD&AP
#25 SocBballLax-Even After...

Butler. Disney. Suisse. BumperPool.Goldfish.Chilis.

JavaBerry.brownies.Arams. Soccer’04.2 1 - 1

.

BLAST.Jersey. Sox. Pats. Kenny. Italy.Proms.

SUPERFAN great memories...

“Thank you for making me a part of this”

-Rizzo the rat, MUPPETS

Evan Ramsay

e-klid, Donaldo, Gambit, Rancor

Yo T You dropped my cell phone what the $*!S.

Pow! Shout out to all my boys in Belmont.

Yo Dennis I’m still the king of live. Yo pass the b so

I can take a shot. Shout out to all my boys in

Belmont High. I’ll miss the good times, but college is

comin and it's time for some partying.

GOOD BYE TO BELMONT H1GR

P.S. CLASS OF 06

Mark Reed

Montana, El Falmouth

p
has been FUN, guys!- but the best is yet to Hi my name is Guatemelache

1 me! :P - Thanks to my family and friends

icDefgh ijklmnpqrsTuvwy-FFF ) for being there for Dexter Jackson

Luv y'all 4evR! Alex Gonzuquez

T-T-Crew 1 - 1 -4-3 ~ my girls rock! ;)

>od times - L.N., R.T., P.3, P.4, A.P., F.L., I.J., Chirp Chirp

P.. M.N., B.P., D.P., G.N.'s - never forget!

Class of 2006 KICK BUTTS*- Elliot Fiona

2 DAYS SENIOR FOOTBALL
2 WEEKS JUNIOR TR At K

WET MANGO- YEAH YOU KNOW MIKE!

F’IN YEA! SLOCHODBABGB

I AIN’T NO SUPERFAN

WE DID IT HARDER, DAMN WE DID IT

FASTER AND WE DEFINITELY DID IT WITH
MORE LOVI B MO 1

—STEVE O
<3 always



Alethea Revallion

Lea

Whats up class of 2006! 1 just want to say it has

been great the past 4 years. First, I want to thank

my parents for always being there for me. 1 love u!

Also, to all my friends here at BHS. Thanks for

making it worth while. To everyone, don’t forget to

follow your dreams, to reach your goals. Good luck

to everybody in the years to come. Don't let

anyone/anything bring you down. Don’t forget,

"That which doesn’t kill you, only makes you

stronger.”

-Tupac

Kyle Rissmiller

Football 1-4

Hockey 1-4

Baseball 1-4

Thanks to my family and friends

Mily

Good times in the Boom Boom Room

"This is the life I chose or rather the life that chose

me.”

The wind bloweth where it listeth , and thou hearest

the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it

cometh, and whither it goest: So is everyone that is

bom of the

Spirit.

-The Gospel of John 3:8

Jose Juan Rosado

J.J., Speedy Gonzalez, Pitbull

First of all I want to give a shoutout to the

X-FACTOR ME CHlzZ BIG-O SHUN 4x200+100

States Ohh ya That was great!

Also to my peeps like: Kanye (u kno who u r), to the

BHS Track team, Bostonz Fynest (Dawdu, Mac,

Desmond) Keep on dancing. JDUBS SIMS and to

all my Ladies u kno who u are. But b4 1 leave off to

the military or college 1 leave everl with this quote:

"Perfection is not attainable. But if we chase

perfection we can catch excellence.”

-Vince Lombardi

Brendan Rielly

Football 1-4 Lacrosse 1-4

“Emancipate yourself from mental slavery, none

but ourselves can free our mind.”

-Bob Marley

BC, EN, ER, NK, SO, WD, PP, Lots of Good
Times; William’s basement. Scallion Pancakes,

Paddywagon, Luau 04, Coldplay, Oasis, Pats'

Parades, Red Sox 04, the Boom Boom Room.

Beirut, loudsneezing.

Thanks for everything Mom, Dad, and Paul.

Goodbye BHS. “1 did nothing. Absolutely

nothing, and it was everything I thought it

could be.” -Office Space

Nicholas Mason Rosen

Nick, Mr. Mivagi, The Duke

"You know . . .there's like a buttload of gang;

this school. This one gang kept wanting me to j

because I'm pretty good w ith a bo-staff."

Well, High School is finally over . .

.

Thanks to Jesus for getting me this far . .

.

Long live the class of '06!



Zach Rubin Steven Sainte Michael Salvucci

Ziggy Steve, Shteve, Saute Vooch, Sal-Boy

fom- Thanks for all the love and support- Love you.

ianks to all my family. John, Vickey, Toni. BJ,

td all who watched me grow up- 1 made it.

Baseball -Capt-MC, Basket Ball- Never Forget.

I my boys- it was a good run.

. init, JL, JP, JF. B'S, LC 4 Life, Jacuze,

fl7K, JP-Dos, SF, SR, SOX 04, Pats Dynasty,

CMC HlU-Champs, Grounders, Mill, JP-

! int payen if he don't, JL- We goin big places,

,vlD-33-“My Baby”
' he beauty of life you got to make last for the

l.tter cuz nothen lasts forever" I'm out

Jessie May Savage

Jess, Essie, J. Savage

|ianks to all my family; Mom, Dad, Jackie, Nick,

odLuck Kenny! Thanks to my teachers for helping

p
along the way and my friends for the great

pmories.

|eld Flockey 1-4, Track 1-4.

he grand essentials to happiness in this life are

mething to do, something to love, and something

hope for." --Joseph Addison

mowing others is intelligence; knowing yourself is

re wisdom. Mastering yourself is true power."

Lao Tzu

ood Luck Class of 06, I'll never forget the great

ties, & the best times!

GOOD TIMES
Thanks to all my friends— it's been fun. Thank you

mom dad and Kevin for all of your love and support.

Meg thanks for always being there for me. We've

had so many good times. Love 3/22/04

Football 1-4 Basketball 1-4

"Here's hoping you've faith in impossible schemes."

—Jethro Tull

Good Luck Class of 2006

John L. Sawidis

The Greek, Yianni

I would like to start off by thanking my family for

being there and helping me. I also want to give a

shout out to my buddies; George, Spero, George P..

and the rest of the Greeks, and the people I forgot to

write! Well it was a good

4 years. Now for college!!. ..jtQOI C AEEAAA,
AeeAo, AeeAo oi eedAei OeA iAo.

"
. . .There are no binding oaths belw een men and

lions- wolves and lambs can enjoy no meeting of the

minds.
"

- -The Iliad- Axileas Alakithis

"You can tell a lot about a man by the way he eats

his jellybeans, whether he eats one flavor at a time or

just grabs a handful." —Ronald Reagan

Thank you Mom. Dad, Lauren, Poco, and of course

Liz. I wouldn't have done it w ithout you. And of

course thanks to all my friends for all the good

times.

"Do you expect me to talk?"

"No Mr. Bond, I expect you to die."

Proud to be a 32° oer

Kayley Seder

Kay. KayLEE, Kayls

1 got two choices yall

Pull over the care or

Bounce on the devil

Put the pedal to the floor

Jay-Z



Sonia Segura Hveon-Hwa Seong Alexandra Shaw

Alex

Our high school years are the best years of our

lives. After four hard years I have come to realize

that this is only the prelude to the rest of my life. I

would like to thank my family for all of their love

and support. Daddy, Mami, Sharon, Lito, Alex,

Danny, and Frankie. It's finally over.

Katie Shea

KShea

"There are two ways of spreading light: to be the

candle or the mirror that reflects it."

-Edith Wharton[Writer, 1862-1937]

Medita Sheriff

Dita

"Tired of lying in the sunshine staying home to

watch the rain.

And you are young and life is long and there is time

to kill today."

—Pink Floyd

Thank you to everyone who feels they reserve

recognition.

4hours20minutes

gage the machine

TRIPLE F 4 LYFE
and ever

Jong Shin

'T've had the time ofmy life and I owe it all to you."

Thanks Mom Dad Ryan I don't know what I'd do

without you.

Field Hockey Pathy it's been fun. Claddagh Sisters

for ever. Good friends are hard to find difficult to

leave and impossible to forget. Girls you have been

the best. LJ. Kristen.Travis thanks for everything.

LC for life. Basements, Cape/Prom/Flipcup/disney,

Europe/lakehouse/unforgettable times.

"I've seen it all in a small town, had myself a ball in

a small town." —John Melancamp

SHOUT OUTS to all my girls that made this living

hell heaven for me and my time to shine! To all of

y'all that thought that 1 wouldn't make it w ith my
secret. Too bad so sad! Like Remy always says,

"Damn. I'm bout to off dis." Peace! Shout outs to:

Porcha. Sonia, Brandt, Toren, Akeeme. Remy,

Taysha, Camille. Herman, Taia, Ronnita, Alyzza,

Heather, Lisa, Jo-Jo. Lea, & to all of the other people

who troop all the way out here from Boston!

Good luck and farew ell



anners, anna banana

1/ own experience is that a certain kind of genius

a mg students is best brought out in bed."

—Allen Ginsberg

1 e is an open sea, the truth is the wind in our

l s."

—Talib Kweli

friends! . . special ladies night.

Sarita Soares

Saritums, Clammy, Peanut

lese 4 years have gone by so fast; it feels like last

i'ek we were sitting on the stairs w/ Ploofie talking

:i()ut Ms. Firenze & Beardie. We've been through

smuch after 4 years, and now I'm so friggen sick of

iryone, I don't want to see any of you ever again!!

I ER!

d now a quote! "Nothing you can do that can't be

t ie. Nothing you can sing that can't be sung,

f where you can be that isn't meant to be. It's easy

' you need is LOVE!' —The Beatles

lice

"We laugh till we cry always so hard to say goodbye,

and we all sit round here in our hometown it's so

good like this, these are times we'll miss the

memories I hope will never fade."

Field Hockey05 — I love you girls!

To all my friends, I don't know what I'd do without

you-

Don't chaaa!

Thank you mom, dad, Jimmy and Tim, I love you all

so much
Best of luck Class of 2006

When I look around

I think this is good enough

And I try to laugh

At whatever life brings

Cuz when I look down

I just miss all the good stuff

When I look up

I just trip over things

—Ani Di franco

Thanks to my parents,

Benn, and all my
friends

I

Sarah Smith

"The only thing we require to be good philosophers

is the faculty to wonder."

—Jostein Gaarder

MAY THE SQUIRREL BE WITH YOU

Sam Stuntz

Stunt-, Stuntzie, Kaiser Stuntz

"In the short term, it would make me happy to go

play outside. In the long term, it would make me
happier to do well at school and become successful.

But in the very long term, I know which will make

better memories.”

-Calvin and Hobbes

"O light that foliowest all my way,

I yield my flickering torch to Thee.”

-George Matheson



Matt Sturz

Splinter, Sturzinator,Sturzy

Briston Sullivan

Bris

It's kinda funny, I STILL don't know where to start.

BHS Hockey 4L1FE! Ultimate times at

summer-night disc, gotta love it. Iron Palace, baby.

Cars crew, y’all know w ho you are. Anyone I didn't

mention, please forgive me.

"Birds travel in flocks, but eagles fly alone."

—Joel Osteen

Still an eagle, but not alone.

OTHER STUFF
. . . and that's

just the tip of the iceberg.

Marie Sutkowski

Mockery, The 1st Prophet

Thanks to my friends and family for making these

past four years unforgettable!

Special thanks to Mom, Dad, Tom, Tracie, and Amy
for all your love and support.

Dave, "There ain't nothing 'bout you that don't do

something for me."

Good Luck '06!

Mary Caroline Szpak

Follow Tom Brady and do not dispair, for He will

lead us all unto salvation.

He w ho does not love the national language is w orse

than a smelly fish.

—ancient Filipino proverb

Sorry, boy, you're out of luck you had to change your

name to chuck.

when 1 think of widgets, 1 think of croquet . .

.

muffins.

"Oh, yesterdays are over my shoulder, and I can't

look back for too long. There's just too much to see

w aiting in front of me. and I know that 1 just can't go

wrong."

—Jimmy Buffet

M.D.and J- Thank you for all your love and support.

I really mean it when I say I would be nothing

w ithout you. To my friends- you will always have a

place in my heart.

Cheerleading 1-4 Capt '05, '06

Good Luck Class of 2006!

Leah Sussman

"Hold fast to dreams for if dreams die life is a

broken winged bird that cannot fly."

"The world always looks brighter from behind a

smile."

Thanks Mom, Dad. David, and friends for

everything, you are the greatest!

Samah Taha

It has been 4 long years and it's finally over.

Mom. Dad, thank U 4 all the love and support U
have given me. I couldn't have done it w ithout l

Moe, Odette, Mulan. aya— I LUV U all.

"Good friends are hard to find, harder to leave ar

impossible to forget." Thanxs 2 all my friends 4

being there 4 me. I will miss U all.

Class of 2006-Thanks 4 all the good times!

GOOD LUCK



Nicole Tardivo

Nikki, Nicoletta, Coles, Divo, Cookie

rnnks to mom, dad, laura, the rest ofmy fam,

ends, and pat! I love you all and couldn’t have

• ne it without you!

thamas and London Trips, Prom '04 and ’05

The Field-House Crew "The Red Rocket” and "The

jck”

lanks to mc,kk.dl,ks, and everyl else!

oday is your day. Your mountain is waiting. So

t on your way!”-Dr Seuss

rod luck class of ‘06

Brandt Toppin

Big B, Sexual Chocolate

)nly the strong and minded ones survive, are you
le of them?," First I would like to thank my family

ost important my parents for leading me in the

ght direction. I would also like to thank my
imeboys chi/. Darryl, AKA Boy Wonder, Sterling,

l

ike. Ant, Dawdy, Darius, Mark, Melvin Aka
ack, and Keem The King. Good luck!

id one luv

Gabriel Topping

Gabe

Thanks to my family and to my Friends

XC’ 1-4 Capt Track 1-4

"Obstacles are those frightful things you see when

you take

Your eyes off your goal”

-Henry Ford

Good luck class of '06—never take your eyes off

your goal

Robert Thwaits

Bobby, Bubster, Buddha, Buhbee

In good yrbk fashion. I'll start w/ my thank yous. To

my parents, teachers, & friends, here is a most

grateful & heartfelt thank you. W/o you I wouldn’t

be who 1 am today. Next we have the shoutouts. To

the trackers, mathers, econers. chessers, soccer-ers,

asians, & everyone else, we had some awesome

times together!

Then come the final thoughts: I hope we all move on

to bigger things. Stay in touch.

Lastly, the deep part:

"MMMMM... Donuts" —Homer Simpson

Jamar E. Torres

Jay
,
Will Smith. Bamage

Hey everybody its been a long 4 years and I am
finally finished with High School. Heck I am glad to

be finished w ith grade school. Thanks to everyone

who helped make my years here enjoyable and cool.

Shout outs to all my people at the table and everyone

else I am friends w ith. Shout out to Ms. McCarthy

because she was one of the only teachers that w as

there for the school choice students.

We'll go sw ingin' through the years a singin'

—Ella Fitzgerald

"Did they make it? Was the pirate ship there? You
can answer it for yourself, but, for me, I say yes it

was. And yes, they got away."

—William Goldman

Thanks for listening. Thanks for being hilarious.

Thanks for the good movies and the good times.

Thanks for not taking it too seriously.

Which tells me something 1 knew all along, its' time

to end this summer song,

unicoms, they were unicorns.

/

L
Mariah Thompson

Mria, Maruga, Mrah. fester b-love



Jaleesa E. Turner

Lady Bugg, Leesa, Pumpkin

LIVE LIFE 4 U,

MAKE DECISIONS 4 U, SET GOALS 4 U,

AND N THE END U WILL C WHAT U WERE
MEANT 2 B!

Much love 2 the class of “06" and I wish u all the

best in any & every endeavor u make. Thanks to all

of my teachers since freshman yr & my family. The

have been up's & downs 2 these 4 yr’s, but I did it
1

HOLLA class of “06” we off this hard.

Good Luck & God bless “2006"

Jacqueline Valstyn

J.Val *Babe*

“In Life It’s not about the breaths you take it’s 1

about the moments that take your breath away” €
Thanks to all my family-I love you,mom-I could

not have done it w/out you, Chris-U’ve done so

much, Keith-you taught me well,

Marilyn-I will always be here. Nana&Papa-thanks

4 EVERYTHING *Scott-thanks 4 always being

there.I love you, never 4get the memories* to my

true friends, you're the best-BMC 41ife-love u guy

DAD- 1 miss you & Love U
PEACE class of '06-GOOD LUCK!

Katelyn Trainor

Kate. KT, KTrain

"It’s Funny how those memories they last”

ZLR7*OAR*DPS* Tonites

BOSOX*BONDFIRE*myrtle*wino*NH*
The 1 st cut is the deepest

“Time after time” *4*

“For a smile we can share the night” LAK will-I

heart you. Love to Mom Dad JR BECK DT-through

thickn’thin. GP& Peggy thanx for all! Dance for

eternity (Mrs.O)To the guys &chicitas, Love you.

“Hola fast to dreams, for if they die life is a broken

winged bird that cannot fly.” Let it beein class of

*2006*

Travis Tryon

SPOON, T-Dawg

Football 1-3 Hockey 1-4 Mascot06

“There is but one cause of human failure. And that is

man’s lack of faith in his true self.”

-fortune cookie

Thanks Mom, Dad. Rosie, and Joey for all the

support. Love you. L.J. Kristen and Katie thanks for

everything.

LC FOR LIFE! I’ll remember all the good times in

basements, the cape, lake(2), woods, FLIP CUP
Prom and all the craziness during JGT TIME!

I can't believe it’s all over. I’ll miss everyone.

RIP DORTHY
"For those about to rock, we salute you."-ACDC

Kirbv Tyrrell Ciaran Ussher

“The future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their dreams.”

-Eleanor Roosevelt

Thanks so much to mom, dad. family,

and friends for all of your love and support-

So much of me
Is made of w hat I learned from you

You’ll be with me
Like a handprint on my heart

Soccer and uuyg-thanks for the memories

Good luck Class of ’06!

’d rather be a lightning rod

than a seismograph.”

-Ken Kesey



Beatrice Varice Tatyana Veiga

Tee Tee

Rebecca Walker

Becca, B. B Walks, BecCA W

it let them fool you or even try school you, we've

!

mind of our ow n so go to hell if w hat you're

ing is wrong."

been a great 3 years, thanks to the people who
U it possible and the one who didn't. Thanks to

L teachers, classmates, , Jimmy and "base" and

ivlarley, Tupac the great and my Mom for the

pm. hey y'all "seek knowledge and w'isdom

remaining true to yourselves." By the way,

In my heart beat no more and i die, i hope i die

(principal i lived for."

Maxwell Long Wang
Orphans, Luci (Moonie)

I want to give thanks to my parents and friends for

always

supporting me. The time at BHS was great but now I

must

spread my wings to bigger and better things. “It is

not

where you are at, but it is where you are going that is

important.”

Travis W atson

Trav, T

;idia’s Wish

w' me, stranger. .

.

iy hidden realm...

iy wonderful dreams,

nightmarish wish,

e. Chase with me...

secrets of my mind,

secrets of a child.

>ecrct of the moon.

se short years. I’ve learned nothing of you and

>f me. Perhaps in our next life then."

Thanks Mom,Dad and Grace for alw ays being there.

Taking comers in the ProbeGT Varsity Golf, Hoops

late Shout outs to all my friendsThe Crew JP WM
Jas Sturzy MC MA Rup DG Murphy, work friends

“It’s not over yet.

It’s just the beginning”

Class of ‘06

“It is not a thing that lends significance to a

moment; it is the moment that lends significance to

things.”

—A.J. Heschel

Thanks to those of you who were always there for

me. Ani ohevet etchem!

NFTY-drop it like it’s Shabbat

It’s been fun. Don’t mess withTexas.

Stephen Webster

Gonzalo, Esteban, Webgai

“...[Tjhere must be beauty in imperfection, for Man
is imperfect, and Man is a creation of God. ..[Tjhere

must be beauty in brilliance followed by stupidity,

for Man is alternately brilliant and stupid, and Man
is a creation of God.’’-Vonnegut. Player Piano

“Take your time. Don’t worry. Give it all ‘til

somebody else lends you a hand."-The Beatles

“Ifwe shadows have offended,/...Give me your

hands if we be friends,/ And Robin shall restore

amends.”

-Shakespeare



Rachel Weil

Reich, Weil Thing, Lars

Jacob Weindling Emilie Wiggin

Wigga

how we live / is important business

latin night only monday

is contagious / dangerous

let us be ourselves / every day

-Ntozake Shange

“’Leverage’ says you, I feel a change in the wind,

says I.”

-Pirates of the Caribbean

Peas & Luff. .

.

"Tomorrow Is No Place To Place

Your Better Days"-DMB

/*Hockey 1 -4capt*Lax 1 -4capt*

CongratsFB'05*woods,steptouch LNC
DPs,MartinBrosl43, Fiestas B-R, ZLR(O))

"Studying”(HTO)...* All the “extreme” craziness!

Guys-It’s been a trip-LoveUall Girls-You made it

what it was!

Mom,Dad,Sky,Fam2-Thanks

*Reach For Your Dreams '06!*

John Wilson

J-Pubbs

Matthew Stephen Williams

Mutty

“...We Danced Anyway"AEEJJJKKZ

Sarah W ilson

"So why would you care, to get out of this Place, you

and me and all our friends.such a happy human
race"-DMB

To Kim.Thankyou 4 everything

FBALL I -4,Wrestlingl -4 captain, SNOOGINS MIA
WheresArmenti To:Pozzi,Arnienti.

Hakimi.Aaron.Nardelli-Bonfire.scoreboard.

COOKS.all the Parties.MYHOUSF. Sophmore Year.

Habeeeb.BOUCHIE

Manomet NAZI’S WhiteHorse

Thank you to my friends and family 4 everything

GOOD LUCK
"06"

GO where you think you want to

GO
DO everything you were sent

here for

fire at will if you hear that

call

touch your hand to the wall at

night

-FUGAZI
See you at thE

PARtY at the end of the uniVersE

“Life is far too important a thing ever to talk

seriously about.” -Oscar Wilde. To my family, fl

thank you for everything, I love you.

Dd's&co-you're awesome, you kept me sane the

past two years, let's please keep in touch. ISAers-

"this is our group guys!" I will always think ol you

and smile. Cheers! To the PC. you will be my best'

forev er; thanks for sticking with me for the past 13

years. And to the class of oh six, good luck; it’s

been fun. Thanks for all the memories.

HUMUS!



Brittany Wood

Luzi Yang

lanseek

ftlNG IS IMPOSSIBLE.
ICATED TO THE MEMORY OF BIC,

T, AND TZ. TO THE 17 YEARS I HAVE
ED AND THE ONE YET TO BE
OVERED.

Geoff Wright

Ge-off, Gefjv

“Time you enjoyed wasting was not wasted."

—John Lennon

"Remember, w ith the right passion and

determination, anyone can cook. Oh. wait. That's

Play Punk Rock. Never

mind.” -The onion

“I support two teams, the Red Sox and whoever

beats the Yankees.”

Lauren Yanofsky

Flo, Flobee

"This whole world holds all kinds of treasures, and

every day, it just keeps gettin' better . .

." —Brad

Paisley

To my family—thanks for the love and support.

Mum, Daddy and Pete— I couldn't have done it

without you.

Friends—thanks for all the great memories . . .1 love

you!

"EvenAfterTheNoiseOfTheCrowd."

"So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe

harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore.

Dream. Discover." —Mark Twain

Will Wylie

"Ld like to design some creatures of the sea," the

Lord God said.

“No, design some creatures with legs,” said Allah.

So the Lord God, nodding, designed an ostrich.

“First draft," everyone agreed.

“Now do puppies!" pleaded Vishnu.

"Ooooo!" all the gods cooed. Then, feeling a bit

embarrassed, Zeus ventured, "Design something

more practical."

"What about a koala?” asked the Lord God.

“Much better," Zeus declared, cuddling the furry

little animal. “I'm going to call him Buttons.”

Toshiki Yashiro

Tokkun, Toe, Tosli, Toshinator

I need

I want

I love

3ninBAKA TRIO FOR LIFE

AAC 2005-2006 CREW 4 LIFE

Thankyou Family, Friends

-Loneliness

Your silent whisper

Fills a river of tears

Through the night.

Memories you never let me cry and you, you never

said goodbye-

—YOSHIKI (X JAPAN)



Heng-Jui Yu Tiffany ChiYan Yu
T, Tiff, Tiffy, Tiffers, Yu, T- Wizzle

"Our eyes are placed in the front because it is more

important to look forward than back."

To those who have been there for me and those who

have supported me. Thanks for all the laughs and

memories. You guys know who you are. Lots of

love <3

Best of luck to the class of '06!

Nicholas Zambello

Nick, Zamby

"Clocks slay time, time is dead as long as it is being

clicked off by little wheels; only when the clock

stops does time come to life."

—William Faulkner

Football 1-2 V Holder Soccer 3-4 S.S.T.D.R.L

PICKLES Hockey 3-4 3 Slap Dap Blondies

SlipNSlide Baseball 1-4 England Bahamas Smashin

up the Honda Wellington Crew to my boys

A.M.K.R.J.F. Summer times Arty Mel John thanks

Good luck 06 and never forget what got us here

Mom Dad L.Z. Jade L.L. RZ CZ UZ much lose

Hope you all remember.

Tatyana Zhuravleva

Tanya

“There is a theory w hich states that if ever anybody

discovers exactly w hat the Universe is for and why it

is here, it will instantly disappear and be replaced by

something even more bizarre and inexplicable. There

is another theory w hich states that this has already

happened.”

“All it takes to tly is to hurl yourself at the ground...

and miss."

- Douglas Adams





seNton

Done Most For BHS:*

Kayla Pomponi and Michael Salvucci

Class Radical:

Juliana Frazier and Simon Chemack

Best All Around:*

Katie Nelson and Alec Kherlopi

Best Legs:

Briston Sullivan and Spence

Christensen

82

Best Laugh:*

Emilie Wiggin and Michael Liu

Most Likely to be Famous:*

Nicole Payne and Andy Blesser



SUPERLATIVES

Class Scrub:

liana Orloff and Kyle Rissmiller

Class Clueless:*

Emma Finestone and Noah Appel

Best Actor/Actress:

Mariah Thompson and Tim Glynn

Most Likely to Succeed:

Alexa Howitt and Sam Gross

Most Friendly:

Katie Nelson and Phong Fuu

Best Hair:

Jesse Mattleman and Ciaran Ussher

Most Musical:

Lilil Hartunian and Sam Stunt/.

Best Voice:

Jessica Farrell and Faisal Abid

Best Dancer:

Fauren Casale and Jose Rosado

Best-Looking:

Georgia Howe and Reid Larsen
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Biggest Townie:

Kelly Coates and Matt WilliamsClass Cutie:

Katelyn Corsino and DJ Bean

Most Athletic:

Lauren Yanofsky and Darryl

Laforest

Class Couple:

Amelia Micheli and Lincoln

Johnsen

Best Build:

Elizabeth Connors and Matt Sturz

Class Clown:

Medita Sheriff and DJ Bean Class Flirt*:

Garine Ashjian and Jose Rosado

Most Argumentative:

Jackie Kaplan and Seth MacLeod

Fastest Talker:

Ashley Craig and Bobby

Thwaits

Most Spirited:

Mary Szpak and Travis Tryon

Best Smile:

Garine Ashjian and Jason Jones



Most Fun-Filled:

Zoe Kostantinidis and Peter Bouchie

Teacher’s Pet:

Mary Szpak and Dan Millstein

Best Eyes*:

Lauren Haffer and Colin Lunday

Most Changed:

Kelly Coates and Pat Cornelia

Most Outgoing:

Caroline Cowen and Peter Bouchie

Most Artistic:

Justine Burke and Michael Liu

Argues Most Like a Married Couple-

Girls:

Anna SW & Mariah Thompson

Favorite Teacher:

Mrs. Mandel and Mr. Milowsky

Argues Most Like a Married Couple- Boys:

Darryl Laforest & Brandt Toppin
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Best Height:

Lilit Hartunian and Spencer Christensen

Worst Jokes:

Linda Liu and Dan M./Stephen Webster
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MIA Seniors

Missing in Action...

Allie Page

Jimmie MacKenzie
Kalina Wey
James Shea

Seth Dame
Kim O'Neil

Joe Nardeli

John Armenti

Jon Golden

Jurian Schouten

Mike Lydsten

Jackie Politano

Jenny Chen
Wilkins Ruiz

Eddie Malloy

John Holdredge

Pat Murphy
Marques Owens

Alicia Ploof

Jill Fogarty

Carrie Mackenzie

Cara Gows
Roberta- Bianca

Suzanne Demirel

Sam Kwan

Thank you for being a part of BHS
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Anna Goldstein

Yasmin Afsar

Jason Allen

Emilie Anderson

Gareen Antreassian

Noah Appel

Matthew Arria

Garine Ashjian

Alexander Baboian

Shannon Baker

Alison Barber

Maria Baryakhtar

David Bean

Andrew Blesser

Gillian Boni

Peter Bouchie

Sterling Brathwaite

Rae Brownsberger
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Elisabeth Bullock

Catherine Caruso

Lauren Casale

Matthew Centrella

Zhi Mei Chen

Simon Chemack

Kenzie Chin

Spencer Christensen

Melissa Cinar

Kelly Coates

Maika Collins

Brady Collins

Deirdra Conneely

Martin Connolly

Elizabeth Connors

Katelyn Corsino

Richard Courtney

91

Caroline Cowen



Ashley Craig

Nikki Crugnale

Stephen Curro

Kathleen Dahill

Ani Damatian

Nicole Dayton

Kendra Derosiers

Stephanie DeVito

AnneMarie DiMatteo

Holly DiPietro

Sabrina DiStefano

Shemaz Dossabhoy

William DuComb

Melanie Dunham

Sarah Eddington

Natasha Egorova

Jessica Farrell

Maura Feeley
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Emma Finestone

Johanna Fischer

Simran Fitzgerald

Charles FitzGibbon

John Fleites

Juliana Frazier

Peter Gallaher

Ani Galstian

Pedro Galvao

Marissa Garozzo

Senna Georges

Dennis Gikas

Cindy Giron

Timothy Glynn

Shun Gokita

Jill Gramolini

Fauren Haffer

Shawn Hakimi
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Douglas Harrison

Margaret Henry

Lily Herman

Adam Howe

Georgia Howe

Alexandra Howitt

David Hsi

Virginia Hunt

Caroline Indge

Joseph Jebari

Alicia John

Lincoln Johnsen

Jason Jones

Graham Jones

Robert Kallwass

Jacquelyn Kaplan

Kristin Kashgegian

Anna Kaufman
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Rebecca Keithley

Alex Keller

Charles Kelsey

Alec Kherlopian

Peter Kim

Philip Kim

Zoe Kostantinidis

Victor Kriger

Kara Ktona

Niklas Kubasek

Darryl Laforest

Denise Lam

Reid Larsen

John Laskaris

Remy Lawrence

Walter Lazarz

Lauren Leofanti

Caroline Leone
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Julian Lewis

Christopher Link

Linda Liu

Michael Liu

Christopher Lo

Phong Luu

Anthony Lydgate

Yuan Ma

Raisa Macklin

Seth MacLeod

Dolores Maldonado Taco

Efthimia Mallakis

Aleksy Mankowski

Alessandra Markantonis

William Martin

Daphne Marvel

Christopher Masciari

Marie Mathis
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—

Jesse Mattleman

Emily Mauger

Melvin McKenzie

Heather McPherson

Amelia Micheli

Ramina Mikailova

Patrick Millane

Joeana Mills

Daniel Millstein

Anthony Monteiro

Mark Moroso

Courtney Morton

John Mosley

Richard Murphy

Tyler Murphy-Tucker

Molly Murtaugh

Sarah Myers

Katie Nelson
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Willie Nichols

Mark Nolan

Sean O'Neill

Michael O'Regan

Orson Oriol

liana Orloff

Phillip Panaitescu-Neata

Levon Panek

Emilia Papanicolaou

Joseph Paratore

Alexandria Pargoli

Nichole Payne

Michael Pearson

John Perino

Molly Peters

Aaron Pollock

Kayla Pomponi

Jesse Pomponio
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Jing Qin

Mark Reed

Alethea Revallion

Brendan Rielly

Kyle Rissmiller

Zachary Rubin

Steven Sainte

Jessie Savage

Kayley Seder

Sonia Segura

Hyeon-Hwa Seong

Medita Sheriff

Anna Shur-Wilson

Elizabeth Siracusa

Sarah Smith

Sarita Soares

Samuel Stunt/
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Briston Sullivan



Leah Sussman

Mary Szpak

Samah Taha

Nicole Tardivo

Mariah Thompson

Robert Thwaits

Gabriel Topping

Jamar Torres

Katelyn Trainor

Travis Tryon

Jaleesa Turner

Kirby Tyrrell

Jacqueline Valstyn

Beatrice Varice

Tatyana Veiga

Rebecca Walker

Rachel Weil

Emilie Wiggin
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Matthew Williams

Sarah Wilson

William Wylie

Lauren Yanofsky

Toshiki Yashiro

Tiffany Yu

Nick Zambello
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SENIORS
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"Growin ' up toofast and I do recall

Vishing time would stop right in it's tracks... " - Kenny Chesney, I Go Back
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The Allens

Alex and Jon Baboian

Katie and Maura

Dahill

Jillian and Erin

Foley

SENIORS

Simran and Mohan
Fitzgerald

Alexa and Mark
Howitt

Bekka and

Matthew Keithley

Rae and Carly

Brownsberger

Shernaz and Anit

Dossabhoy

Jill and Allison

Gramolini

Phong and Vinny Lu

and Jason Jones
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ANP THEIR

Jesse and Jake

vlattleman and Nick

Kubasek

Katie and Lucy

Nelson

Kayla and Julie

Pomponi

Joseph Paratore and Brendan Cottam

Geoff and John Wright

Zoe and Yianni

Kostantinidis

Ramina and Samira

Mikailova

Nichole Payne and

Toren Caesar

5MJN051

Gloria and Juliette

Nabakka

s

Michael and Lauren

Salvucci
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The more things change...

108



the more they remain INSANE!!!
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Roving Reporter

I never knew until I

came to Belmont High School
"How to spin a pen between my fingers like the Asians.” Jason

Jones

“The importance of eating out for lunch.” Bobby Thwaits

“That wearing a dress was so uncomfortable.” Jacob Weindling

“How important coffee was.” Medita Sheriff

“Suburban police were issued machine guns.” Sam Hamad

“I could get [my grades] up." Rickey Cortney

“Playing a sport was optional.” Kayla Pomponi

“How babies were conceived.” Andy Blesser

"How much I love the smell of cafeterias." Kayley Seder

"That 'going to the library' was a social activity." Maiy Szpak

"I was such a good camera man." Will Ducomb



Roving Reporter

Who I was.” Nick Zambello

i

I could skip class and get away with it..” Sabrina Distefano

I never knew my African-American side” Phong Luu

Pain.” Dan Milstein

How insane, crazy, and dramaful high school can be.” Shannon Baker

How to excel at U.S. History.” Anna Goldstein

Alex Shaw.” Juliana Frazier

Giuliana Frayshur.” Alex Shaw

That you don't have to read the book for English class.” Rae

>rownsberger

So much Axe bodyspray existed in the world." Kenzie Chin

That madrigals were the popular kids.” Jessica Farrell

That a Luau could be so lovable, hate-able, and unforgettable.” Nick

losen

How to read and write." DJ Bean



'06 '06 '06
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We remember
entering the high

school with

wide-eyed

anticipation. As

we built upon our

high school years,

we found new
challenges. We
watched those

around us change;

we realized that

we were changing

as well. We felt

the academic

pressure of junior

year, and we
anticipated the

years ahead.

Whether you are a

freshman, a

sophomore, or a

junior, we wish

you the best of

luck through all of

your high school

years.
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JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS

Chris, Lucy, and Mo (Bridget not pictured)

President - Lucy Nelson

Vice President - Bridget Curzi

Secretary - Chris Albano

Treasurer - Mo Zhu

34



Juniors

Irina

Babasiyeva

Vartan

Babikyan

Scott

Baker

Hanna

Bao

Maria

Barahona

rystian

tester

Michelle

Bieda

Melissa

Binder

Pamela

Bove

iristina

lore In

Eliza

Brauns

Melissa

Black

Nyssa

Bryant

Jay

Blake ,

Laura

Bryson

Margaux

Bolte

Daniel

Buckley

Charlie

Bonar

Paul

Bums

VK



Juniors

Robin Shelly Sylvia Alexandr Noelle Meghan Michac

Chafetz Chen Chen Cherkasov Chiavetta Clark Cohen

Grazia Kaitlin Jeremy Mark Danielle Alex Ryan

Commendatore Concannon Conlin Connor Conti Corbett Cotton

Catherine Andrew Miriam Scott Ashley Lily Justin

Coursen Crandall Cross Crowell Cruz Cudmore Cunningh

Paul Bridget Matthew Alyssa Anthony Sidney Rouper

Curtis Curzi Davison Dawe . DeStefano Diaz McCree Dilan

Jacob Andrew Alex Fernando Alex Benjamin Jessica

Dinklage Diozzi Domeniconi Donaire Dow Dowd Drevin
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Juniors

Jenna

Ferrigno

Ilya

Fishman

Bryan

Flynn

William Karine Courtney

Forrester Galstian Galvin

- Thomas
Galvin

Andreas

Gartaganis

Ian

George

Melody

Giron

Charlotte

Glikman

Bradley

Goff

Amanda Jason Astrid Colnt Sam Jeffrey

Gore Gragg Gras Griffin Griffin Griswold

Rebecca Kevin Emma Andrew Daria James

Halprin Hannon Harlowe Harmon. Hartman Golden Hawkins

Edward

Henize

Carly

Herosian

Stephen

Hoogendoom

Nicholas Joan Sarah

Houtmeyers How Husk

Dwayne
Johnson

Audrey

Joyal

Joseph

Juliano

Maria

Kasscris

Sunanda

Kalragadda

Christine

Kaufmann



Juniors

Grey

Larsen

Christian

Lehr

Joshua

Levin Scherz

Eli

Lichtenstein

Arielle

Klein

Garen

Koutoujian

Kelsey

LaCroix

Jonathan

Leahey

Chloe

Lee

Nina

Litton

Michela

Loda

Julia

Low

Nils

Lutjens

Alycia

Marucci

Alexandra Joseph Annie

Mattos . McAnulty McAuliffe

Sophie Samira Heather John Alexander Geoffrey

Meyers Mikailova Mooney Mooney Moore Moore



Juniors

Lucy

Nelson

Kelly

Obrien

Rebecca

Obrien

Korin

Odoherty

John Paul

Oreilly

Britlyn

Oraill

Benjamin

Oven
Christa

Palazzo

Seonhee Cleola Franco Thomas Alaina Rachel

Park Payne Perrone Perrotta Pirraglia Post

Alice Ellen Daniel Hillary Anika Meredith

Ramsey Ramsey Reagan Reder . Reynolds Reynolds

William Bernie

Richard Rissmiller

Jason

Ruddock

Dcnelle

Ryan

Jillian Mariellen

Rizzuto Robotham

Nicholas Emily

Sahagian Saidnawey

Sean

Rogers

Matthew

Ruane

Jonathan Jazzminc

Sailor Sanchez
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Juniors

140

Karina Rebecca Laura Melanie Cybelle John Jennile

Shreve Siegel Silverman Silvis Smith Sodini Stone

Michael Todd Jordan Dawn Robert Akiko Herma

Stratford Stratford Sumrell Swenson Symanski Takahara Taylor

Joelle David Emilia Stefan Ian Saul Noal

TePaske Thompson Thurber Tilke . Tillotson Tobin Tovar

Rachel Dalya Anna Fanny Nathaniel Christina Eliss

Tsavalakoelou Umans Urtecho Lopez Valentin Van Dvke Varrasso Verri



Juniors

Jade Philip Richard Stephanie Dennis

Witten Wolf Wolfson Wong Woumn

Lucas Alayna Tom Erika Filip

Yee Younger Yunus Zarowin Zembowicz

141





v0uld you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?' 'That depends a good deal on
?iere you want to get to,' said the Cat. 'I don't much care where-' said Alice. 'Then it doesn't
litter which way you go,' said the Cat. '—so long as I get somewhere,' Alice added as an
-planation. 'Oh, you're sure to do that,' said the Cat.

• ewis Carroll, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland



Sophomore Class Officers

Ben B., Isabel, Jeff, and Ben S.

President - Jeff Parsons

Vice President - Ben Brostoff

Secretaiy - Isabel Carey

Treasurer - Ben Schreckinger
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Sophomores

Yasaman

Abdolmohammadi
Anna

Adamowicz
Karen

Akasaka

Michael

Allen

Kelly

Anderson

-Andrew Nima Jonathan Leanna Pablo

Avanian Azimi Baboian Balloffet Barrios

Aram
Bedrosian

4*»
Charlotte

Belok

Thomas
Bennett

Eric

Bemsen
Gregory

Bickford

Sarah

Block

Katherine

Bloore

Paul

Bottom

4
Macintosh

Bozier.

Louis

Bruneau

Kimbra Mark Jason Toren Mark

Buerschaper Burkholder Caccamo Caesar - C’alarelli

Isabel Reuben

Carey Carlile

Heather

Centeio

Albert

Chang

Sotiri

Chaniotakis

Alyzza

Aquino

Abigail

Bartalini

Melissa

Blenkhom

A
Rayshawn

Buchanan

Devin

Caracino

Jaime

Chao
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Camille

Clarke

Stephanie

Cortina

,

Steven

Davidovitz

Michael

Fogt

Sophomores

Brendan

Cottam

Peter Michael

Craffey Crapulli

Danny Meaghan Ma
Crisafi Cunningham Dal

Elisabeth Trevor Jai

Doe Donahue Doc



Sophomores

Sara Samuel Kylie Taro William Eugenie

Ghaleb Giber Gilchrist Gold Goldstick Gore

- Allison Shannon Victor Jacob Philip Brendan

Gramolini Grant Gray Green Gross Grosse

Ryan Michelle Micaela Kate Winston Amanda

Hayashi Hayes Hebert Herzog. Hill Hiscock

Julian Cassandra

Jung Kacoyanis

* T

l \ K*
Matthew

Keithley

Jack

Keller
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Sophomores

Michael

Lanza

Yirtg Hsuan

Lai

Yungkit

Lam
Nathaniel

Lane

Christopher Micah

Knoblock Korson

Voula

Laskaris

Nina

Lasser

Matthew

Leven

Robert

Liu

Jensen

Lozano

Christopher

Li

C •

Joseph

LoRusso

Brittani

Loukas

William

Levitt .

Nelson

Luo

Blaine Emily Sean lvana

MacLeod Magni Mahoney Maldonado Taco

Emmett

Manning

Mingkai

Lin

Margaret

Lynch

Gina

Manning



Sophomores

Samuel

Marquez JR

Matthew

McCabe
Thomas
McCants

Oliver Jillian

McClellan McDonough
Sarah

McEllin

-Charrise

McKoy
Holly

McLaughlin

Regan

McLean
Michael

McNamara
Kara

McTaeue
Alex

Medeiros

Joseph Andrew Ryan Mark Katharine Anthony

Migeed Millane Miller Monagna Moore Moroso

Steven Aisha Lera Tam Ali Ashley

Mulcahy Nansikombi Navickas Nguyen. Niland O'Brien

Jessica Anna Matthew Amanda Kirsten Kristina

Obrien Odoherty Oneill Ola Palmer Papa

Pargoli Park Paricm Parsons Paul Pereira



Sophomores

Desmond
Pittman

Devon

Pittman

Mary

Pizzi

Rachel

Porter

Rachel

Perez

Zachary

Power
Ilya

Prigozl

'Kathleen Katharine Alia Robert Alexandra Tara Aubre

Quirk Rausch Rawji Reardon Reilly Reynolds Robert!

Leeyen Nicholas Samuel Katherine Kenneth George Joann

Rogers Rogers Rothenberg Rudman Savage Sawidis Sbordc

Jeremy Alexandra Benjamin Sophie Alexander Daniel Abtii

Scanlon Schipani Schreckinger Schwartz Segura Selgrade Shahana

Steinberg Sturz Sullivan Sullivan Takahara Takashima Tasbjt
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Sophomores

Gabriel Eric Owen Gregory Patrick Evan

Thompson Tillotson Toland Torosian Tucceri Tutunjian

- Lacey

Van Dyke

Marsha

Villarroel

Daniel Christopher Nelson

Walker Wang Ward

&
Paige

Ward

Nancy Katherine Peter Hosua Juliet Chang

Wu Wyly Yang Yoh . Zawedde Zeng
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Freshmen Class Officers

Jayson and Sam
(Sean and Rob not pictured)

President - Jayson Ito-Adler

Vice President - Rob Knoll

Treasurer - Sam Larson

Secretary - Sean O'Brien



Freshmen

vhmad Kareem Julianne Jillian Samuel Evan Amanda
bdullah Agha Albano Allen Allen Altman Alvarez

Anna Ashley Christopher Brendan Timothy Michael Sergei

larker Bartley Bayers Bean Berens Bernazani Bernstein

! ustin Staci Julia John Will Vincent Robin

Irtolami Bitgood Boland Bonasia Boning. Borelli Boutaud

bwman Bowman Bradford Bradley Brah Brown Brownsberger

>acllc Shawn Sophia Dennis Julia Emily Jason

B a Cottan Buchanan Burke Cahill Campbell Camna Caputo



Freshmen

Jessica

Carter

Lauren Rose Mark
Castagno Cherneff Chesson

Min

Cho

Hannah Samantha Dorina Gabriel

Cohen Cohen Commendatore Compagnone

a
Ghiara

Cipriano

Ryan

Clary

Kevin Jerimie Jeffrey

Costello Craig Crowell

Sean Amy
Dame Davis

Adam
Daesen

I
Katherine

Devlin

Christopher

Delaney

Robert

Desrosiers .

i a
Nicholas

DeStefano

Dcana

DiSalvio

Christopher Anna Katharine

Donovan Dooley Dooley

Brendan

Domos
Abigail

Donahue



Freshmen

annne

Gazarian

Peter

Gibson

Narissa

Gogos

Allysa

Gore

Charlotte

Graham
Brian

Griffin

Jennifer

Griswold

Jamie

Kang

Stephanie

Karaa
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Freshmen
• *
*

-

Alexander Tara Vincent Brian Patrick Taylor Ke\

Luce Lundgren Luu Lynch Lynch Macioci Mad

Timothy Danielle Ronald Jonathan Ross Daniel A
Mahoney Malconian Malconian Maniscalco Marden Martin Ma-

Yaniato Jacob

Matsusaka Mattleman

Jaikman Jessica

McRobie Meyer
Nathaniel

Meyer

Kibbee

Miller Mot
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Freshmen

Stephen Palig John Krista

Mosca Mouradian Musserian Muzzioli

Robert Antone

Newbrough Newell

•Sean

Obrien

Allen

Papazian

Brian

Odonovan

a
Nikki

Patrikalakis

Thomas
Owens

Matthew'

Pimentel

Kristina

Oleski

Joseph

Picone

Janson

Pan

Erika

Pizzi

Kristen

Odonovan

Dana

Perrone

(

taJ
Stefan

Polzin

a
k

Julie

Pompon i

Vidie

Pong

PV
Andrew

Pratt .

Emily

Pratt

Jason

Rodrigues

a
\j y
Christopher

Rogers

Tiemae

Roqucrre

Lia

Roscnstein

Adam Gianpaolo

Rouhana Rufo
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Freshmen

Enrique Brigid Jacqueline Rebecca Paige Susanna Alv

Ruiz Rushe Russo Russo Sacca Sacks Saha

/ / ^ ^ Bl
- James Philip Lauren Michael Jacob Michael Will

Saidnawey Saidnawey Salvucci Santoro Scharfman Schreckinger Sea

Sara Matthew Anna
Spielman Starr Stromer

Benjamin

Suire
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Freshmen

Kevin

Toomey
Siraan

Touzjian

Nawal Franklin

Traish Tucker

Alyssa

Tutunjian

Kathryn

Tutunjian

Sabrina James Kaitlyn Molly David Aaron

Upadhaya Uva Valerio Walsh Wang Weinberg

Megan
Wilson

Nathan

Wolters

Vanessa Pianpian

Wronski Wu
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Seniors

"Another turning point a fork stuck in the road

Time grabs you by the wrist directs you where to go

So make the best of this test and don't ask why
It's not a question but a lesson learned in time..."

166



"...It's something unpredictable

But in the end is right

I hope you had the time of your life'
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Class of '06
Because I knew you...

I have been changed for good. -Wicked

in the end, we can all call a friend, well that’s something

Ut I know as true . In a thousand years, and a thousand tears,

(bme finding my original crew" -OAR, I Feel Home
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The Few, the Proud, the fit

R THESIS HUG

feel like Paris Hilton.

Do fly’s have brains?

LISTEN!

Are you serious.

Don’t be jealous.

I just wanna dance.

Spicy.

Mr. Sullivan. ..Mr. Sullivan.... Shut up!

“Circle of Trust”

When you lay with dogs

No kid was meant to sit in a room for 2 hours
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FOOTBALL

Captains Mark Moroso. Line Johnsen. Darryl LaForest, and Charles Kelsey

Captains: Mark Moroso, Lincoln Johnsen.

Darryl Laforest, and Charles Kelsey

7-3

BELIEVE

"To the Vooch"
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CHEERLEADING

Tyler Murphy-Tucker, Mary Szpak, and Alessandra Markantonis

Girls-

This year was really amazing. We worked hard

and we laughed hard and we came away with

some amazing memories. Each and every one ot

you has been a vital member to the family that

makes up our team. From beach day to team

dinners we never fail to goof off, cause drama,

and of course stuff our faces.

Coach Ash-

Where would we be without you? You did

wonders for this team, and as a coach and a

friend we couldn’t ask for more.

Our thanks and our love,

Your Captains

Mary, Tyler, and Alessandra
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GIRLS SOCCER

Sing it Lo...

"Josie's on a vacation far away

Come around and talk it over

So many things that I wanna say

You know I like my girls a little bit older

I just wanna use your love tonight

I don't wanna lose your love tonight..."

Good times dominating at camp, singing on the bus, and

playing under our lights...

OMG, Thanks for all the memories Seniors

Good luck next year pump-up pals- we'll miss you!!!

Break-down; BELMONT on three. ..right-foot in; one, two.

three, TOGETHER!!!

Love Kay&Lo
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BOYS SOCCER

Mark Connor, Reid Larsen, John Kenagy

Well it was a long season and although it wasnt

the best record we still had our good times

throughout the season. "OTP", Team names,

soccer volleyball, the team dinners, and the

reading games. We also want to wish good luck

to the clas of 2006 and to next years team!

Your Captains,

Reid, John, and Mark
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FIELD HOCKEY
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Girls Cross Country

"Why be here when you could be eating

bon-bons and watching re-runs?"

-Mr. Dunn

You are all super studdesses to me.

—your loving senior captain,

Rach

1X8
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BOYS CROSS COUNTRY

CAPTAINS

190
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VOLLEYBALL
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GIRLS INDOOR TRACK

Girls, this year has definitely been something we

can all be proud of. You guys made senior year

the best. We came together as a team and had a

winning season!!! Thanks for all the good times

and memories (sleepover!!).

xox
Love,

Lauren, Garine, Briston, and Emma
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BOYS INDOOR TRACK

rcE LANE TIME

HOME
1 1

PERIOD GUEST
POSS POSS

BONUS BONUS
FOULS PLAYER FOUL FOULS

SCORE GAME SCORE

DF TEE
R TRACK TEAM

iLU 0 LQHHM <—J
I TRACK

STATE CHAMPIONS

BOYS fNOOOfl TRACK

1999

>4

Not
Pictured:

Capt.

Charles
Kelsey

Captains Orson Oriol, Jose Rosado, and Charles Kelsey

Good season boys

"We run this town"

Big thanks to Brotchie

Our sport is your sports punishment...

-Your Captains
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GIRLS HOCKEY

Tickle the Twine, Scavenger Hunt, Karaoke,

Hayl-Dawg, Domepiece, Scoobs, and Dildi.

White Houses, The baby!, Kelly's, Cake
fight..."and I can't fight this feeling anymore..."

Great season girls, we're going to miss you!

Love, Allie and Em
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BOYS HOCKEY

We had a fun-filled season of surpassed

expectations. We played in, and won, the longest

hockey game in Belmont High history. It was a

season filled with AZN prides, Sim Simmas, J

Lew kids. Care bears. Ogres, weases, and

chi-chis. Some memorable moments and quotes

include; the Maine trip. ..prank phone calls, "I

couldn't ookie on the cookie!"...team dinners,

kings, 6 am practices, the tin pyramid, shaving

heads, team DP's, "Um yeah, what Diozzi

said."...Helmets and gloves, and many more that

couldn't be put in. Thanks.

Your Captains,

Lev, Anthony, and DOZ
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Girls Basketball

"dink-it"

DDR
Clap it up

Weinus!

cognizant?

1, 2, 3...together!

"'Cause every time we touch, I get this feeling..."

Thanks for a great season! Good luck next year!

Love,

Flo and Kay

202

Captains Lauren Yanofsky and Kayla Pomponi
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Boys Basketball

THANKS for a great seasonr>

Captains Daryll LaForrest, Spencer Christensen, and Zach Rubin
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Boys Swimming

THANKS!

206





GIRLS SWIMMING

Wow! Middlesex League Champs.... again! We're so

proud of you, we couldn't have asked for a better season...

this was the best of all four. None of us will ever be able to

forget... Del "Sassy-pants" Sullivan, the Official Ev

Crosscup Fanclub, "Come on, baby, let's pump it"

Medford football = hottest, Liz's actual height (which,

according to Ev, is 4'2"), Jocina's imaginary boyfriend. "I

LOVE YOU, IS THAT OKAAAYY?", Julie never knowing

what’s going on. endless lane 3 love, the hardest preseason

EVER (..this I would rather forget), and Briston "Sullivan

DesPrez. Special thanks to all of your parents for giving us

so much food.... especially the Ferraro family and their

BARS!! And most of all, we could never forget the last 10

minutes of the league meet. You worked hard, and

remember: just keep swimming., just keep swimming...

Love,

EC and Kayley
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Boys Outdoor Track

210
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Girls Outdoor Track

"It's January right now, so we don't know how the

Spring season is going to end up. But we're sure it's

going to be great because we have such a dedicated

team and awesome coaches! Also - thanks to our

many, many fans in advance. Love from your

amazing captains - Emma, Erika and Hillary”
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Boys Tennis
12-6

What an amazing season. Cookouts, beating

Lexington for the first time in years, JJ getting

pegged at the first real practice . . You guys are

great!!

Thanks for the season,

Sam, Phong, and Reid

214





Girls Tennis
10-8

216
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Softball
18-2

Belmont Girls Softball has improved every year since

we were freshman. Last season was our best

yet. .sadly ending 19-1. We can only hope that this

season brings the same with such a young team.

Thanks to our coaches for all the time and effort, as

well as our parents and fans for the tremendous

amount of support! It's been fun- best of luck future

teams to come. "YOU KNOW!"

"Never let the fear of striking out keep you from

playing the game.."

-Kelly, Nikki, and liana
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Baseball
10-10
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Boys Lacrosse
1-17

We would like to thank the coaches for their support

and success of the team this year. We would also like

to thank the parents as well who supported us

throughout the year. To the seniors. Brendan. Sean.

Brady, Graham, Phil, Will, Nick, and anyone else

....and to the captains. Line, Aaron and Pete, it was

the best lacrosse season in BHS history! Tourney

Baby!! "El sheik Noah alfa baby alfa" "show the

oh face. ...oh oh" Burn e'm Petey" "we will protect this

house!!" A special thanks to Aaron, without him this

team wouldn’t have gone anywhere. A shout out to

John ArmentL.he will be missed!! Zach hold it down

for next year ! Class of 06 Tearing it up!!
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Girls Lacrosse
5 - 10-1

2006 State Champs!!! woo hoo

Well, maybe not yet...but we do have high hopes for

our team. With many returning players and an

enthusiastic group of seniors we are looking forward

to a great spring season!!! Hopefully we'll win some

games & have some laughs...

For the little kids, work hard and good luck next year,

thanks for everthing- we'll miss you...

For the Seniors, we want to wish you good luck in

your futures. ..hope you had fun playing laccrosse!!!

Lastly, always remember, "You're the world's

GREATEST!!!"

Your Captains, Emilie, Jackie, Katie, & Kayla





Wrestling

BELMONT

WRESTLING

*'gh scho°v
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YEAH!!!

228
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Mr. Belmont
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Belmont Idol

232
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GOLF

Captain Ricky Courtney

BHS Golf 2005

"The shafts of steal"

A lot of fun times and good memories.

We didn't have the best record but we

tried hard and had a lot of fun.

Corbett's speeches. Emmitt's laughing. Ben's pitching.

Team dinners, practices, driving range. Red Tail CC.

All good times!

Thanks to Coach Shea for getting all those extra

pratices

and driving range sessions in. It helped us and taught

us a little bit more.

- Ricky Courtney
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From theater to music,

writing to science,

government to mock
trial, the clubs at

Belmont High have beer

built around interest aru

dedication. Through

dedication, hard work,

and hundreds of fliers,

Belmont High students

have shared their

interests and cultures

with the entire school.





Amnesty
International Club

Anime Club

238



Armenian Club

Asian-American Club

23 *)



Belmontian Club

Best Buddies/PALS

We had a great time in P.A.L.J

year. Everybody got to mee
people and share mai

experiences. Special thanks t(

Melnikoff and Mrs. Cibella.

luck next
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Computer/Technology

Club

You must be the change
you wish to see in the

world."

-Mohandas Gandhi
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Entrepreneur Club

Environmental Club

242



French Club

Congratulations on taking the state
a

championshipsi

Charles FltzGlhhon

Stephen Oleskl

Fallal Abld

Sam Gross

James (Greene

Frisbee
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Gay/Straight Alliance

Hacky Sack Club
" llie Belmonl I !i<]h 1 lackey Sack Club, 01

Belmont l eague ol freestyle lootbag

Artists, is dedicated to promoting

non-competitiv e athletics. We aim lor eat

member to maximize their footbaq

potential in an enviornment free ol sires

and criticism llie goal ol the club is lot

everyone lo lind satisfaction in their out

skills through the sensations of fluidity at

tranquility inherent lo the awesome spot

ol hackev sack"

Blanks so much.
Sid
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The Highpoint

It's been a great year...

Thank you Ms. Manes!

Hardcore.

-The Jumpers

Jump Rope Club

245
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Make a Statement

Math Team/Tutors
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Media Genesis

We pert- +he^ in &Hft.

Jress up. Objea ir. Arad abo\/e
all. make that vAritness or^.
Iweet- Sixteen, bea+ing the
till, team dinners and van
'ants...it's all been ^antas+ie.
Jest of luek next yeair!

'tueh love,
*inda, Vasmin, and Virginia
•'.S. vKast remember +o wear
the pink pants next -time.

Mock Trial
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Philosophy Society
The PhilosOp>h^

Soaiety ponders,
rimong o+her Things,
vAfhaT This Murb reads
when no onG is. readim

Science Club
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Spanish Club

This year the Spanish club has

celebrated holidays and traditions

of the Spanish-speaking world. We
have also watched movies and even

an episode of Seinfeld in Spanish.

Some members of the club, pictured

here, are Will Martin (President).

Phong Luu (Vice-President). Toshiki

Yashiro. and Jason Huang.

Step Squad
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Student Government

Walking Club

Walking Club -

“\X/aIking for the

Health of It!”

Natasha Fedan,
President and

Founder
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Women's Club
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Zenith Independent

Film Club

Movies are pretty

sweet, you know.

Yearbook Editors:

DJ Bean
Anna Goldstein

Daphne Marvel

Tyler Murphy-Tucker

Photographers:

Jill Gramolini

Rachel Weil

Caroline Cowen

Staff Advisor:

Ms. Garschina

Art:

Michael Liu

Superlatives:

liana Orloff

Garine Ashjian

Stephanie DeVito
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The Editors would like to thank the 2006 Class Officers for theii

help in creating this book. The Editors would especially like tc

thank Kayla Pomponi for her incredible help and support.



The Performing Arts

Company

Clubs Not Pictured:

Madrigals

Acapella Groups

Jazz Choir

Dance Team
Marching Band

Orchestra
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The photo says it all...

Even when you’re trying to look

cool, you can’t hide the fact that

you’re a NICE GUY.

We Love You Tosh!

Kenny, Etsuko and Shoki

Congratulations,

Carly!

Keep smiling and

always follow your dreams!

Thanks for bringing us so much
joy and pride.

Love—Mom, Dad and Lucy

Sean.

Remember, ifyou want to coast you have to be going downhill, so

don't be afraid to challenge yourself. We are all so very proud of y<

Congratulations

!

Love,

Mom. Dad. Matt and Kara

Congratulations Gabe!

We are proud of you and we love

you.

Mom, Dad, Rosa
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To our (Dear

Wotable
y? TTRACTIVE

Talented

y? CADEMIC

5 ENSITIVE

Wappy

y? NIMATED

y? GILE

Wimble

0 ANCER

Reader

£ NERGETIC

Ji RTICULATE

T THICAL

NDERSTANDING

Q ENTLE

T XTRODINARY

WURTURING

I MAGINATIVE

y? FFECTIONATE

Tunny

T NTHUSIASTIC

©ROLL

y? MUSING

WONCHALANT

Congratulations!

Love, (Mamy, Toadie, Tanya, Christina, VncCe oo, Taht andgrandma



(W‘e all lovayou soooooooooo rruLcJl!!!

Dear Chris:

When you get out in the world and are looking for the true

meaning of life, we hope you will always remember that

“happiness is when what you think, what you say, and what you

do are in harmony.” Mohandas Gandhi

W* film a . ASfe
So much love and hope for a bright and happy future from your

adoring family.

Carpe diem.

Mom, Dad and Daniel

Wheresoeveryou go,

go with allyour heart.

Confucius

Congratulations. Juliana!

May the next steps of your journey be filled with joy and
wonder. We love you with all our hearts.

Mom. Dad. Mike. Grandma and Donna

Congratulations, Class of 2006.

We have enjoyed watching you grow

Best wishes in the future.

We'll miss you.

The Polit Family



Joey and Steve’s Great Adventure

1995-2006

Love, Mom & Dad
Christina, Tim,

Melissa

Andrea, Gianna an<

Luke

Love, Mom & Dad

Kevin

We are proud of you, Congratulations!!
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CONGRATULATIONS RICKY! We love

Elizabeth, Sarah, Mike and Kathryn

Dearest Rick, GOD BLESS US ALL! We thought this day w<

never come! You are the light at the end of our tunnel, shir

brighter and brighter each day! We are so proud that you h

reached another milestone in your young life. You survived with

too many battle scars as the family's baby, doing your best to

the footsteps of four older siblings while asserting y

independence a little louder and a lot more defiantly while sli<

under the radar in a household of chaos while getting away v

murder! That is, until we all wished good luck to all y

departing college bound siblings...the day you became the "Fishb

Kid". It's your turn now! You are a very bright, extremely g

hearted kid who will appreciate and utilize your strengths w

you realize them. The potential to do whatever you choose to

to become the best person you can be is there and we have ev

confidence that you will do well. Be proud, work hard and k

that we love you very, very much. We are here for you always

CONGRATULATIONS!
Lovc Mom and had



To AI

Up, u
Mo

Boiling Pot

David,

As you embark as your FARTHER JOURNEY . . .

we’re . . . ’’gonna send a wire, hoppin’ on a flyer,

leavin’ today.”

We love you very much,
Mom, Dad, and Glacier

*

We 're so proud ofour kind, gentle, and

caring Charles.

Onward and Outward!

Love always,

Dad, Mom, Tim. Cara, Gus, Marshy, and Cosmo

Congratulations Katie.

Goddess of the goal.

Goddess of the gates.

Goddess of the deep blue sea,

Sail on sweet girl,

Love,

Mom, Dad, Maura and Meggie

:n i



Mark,

Congratulations! Vou’re the best.

We’re very proud of you.

All our best to BHS Class of 2006 .

Love,

Mom and Dad

KjiyCa, you are our (Bette!

May attyour dreams come true!

Much Love, Mom, (Dad, LesCie andJude!

Mazel Tov, Rebecca!

We’re so proud of you.

Love you,

Mom, Dad, and Dan

Hey Puppy-

CONGRATVLATIONS!

It's been quiet a ride.

Can't wait to see

what's next.

Love you

always,

M&T
Best Wishes to

your friends and

fellow seniors

who we have

gotten to

know over the years. Good Luck!



Button,

We Love You and are so very proud of

you. Looking forward to watching you

dance!

Love,

The Perfect Fan, Dad, Jack and Steven

Adam Thomas Howe,

You are our Championl

Mom, Pad and Jenna

It eeeme like Just yesterday you were crawling on the floor.

Soon you'll he out In the real world chasing your dreams.

Know that we'll he there with you every step.

Love you.

Mom and Dad

nTTT



Congratulations Tyler!

We love you.

Mom, Justin, and Grampy

Congrats Shanny!

We’re so proud of you!

Love, The Fam

“A day without friends is like a pot

without a single drop of honey

left inside.” - Pooh

‘Shannon

’’For a smile

|.v. we can share

the night...” jr*

A »

Tyler*

Congratulations Kristin!

Shi x >r for the moon. Even if you miss, you'll land
amimg the stars."

"\X^henever one door closes ... I hope one more
opens. Promise me you give faith a fighting chance

264

We are so proud of all that you have accomplished.

GOOD LUCK IN COLLEGE!

Love always, Mom, Dad, Michael, Grandma and Grandpa, and Grandma Hellen



Congratulations, Liz!

We love you—the last t 7 3A years have been a wonderful trip

Love, Mom, Dad, Noah, 5ammy & Myrtle

Congratulations Briston!

We love you & wish all good things for you in the years ahead!

Love,

Mom. Dad, Tom, Tracie and Amy



We are sc thankful fcr the music,
laughter. and Icve you have brought
tc cur lives fcr the past 18 years.

And we’re very proud cf all you’ve
accomplished. Here’s tc four mere yeai

...and heyend. (Play it again, 8am!)

Love, Mem, Pad, Andy, and Sarah

All ie:

thanks fo- picking me
rtf always be waiting

by the door -

Congratulations ....

Cazwell

Where are you going our little one.

Where are you going

our baby, our own?

Turn around and you're two . . .

Turn around and

you're a young girl

going out of the door.

Turn around and you'refour . .

.

No matter where you go in life, our door, our home, and our hearts will

always be open to you.

Love. Mom. Dad and MaryEllen
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Ev,

You’re our Cracker Jack!

Thanks for 8 great years of swimming

Love,

Jocina 8 Kayley

We love you, Anthony!

Joanna, Annie, Mom, Dad

Simran Eoghan Fitzgerald

You mean the world to us.

We are very proud of you and are looking

forward to your future adventures.

Congratulations!

Love.

Mom. Dad and Mohan



OLIlie

•

Elizabeth

•

Jill

The band played sows -that we had never
h“'’u*U fenced Anuww

* Johanna * Loe
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Congratulations Graham!
117 /7 / 1 /./. om mu:

MOM, DAD and ALLYOA
(Holman. Yoda, Merlin)

Congra tula tions,

Deirdra!

Your warmth and humor are gifts to all who know you.

We know you II be successful In whatever you do.

We love you.

Mom, Grandma. Papa and Prlan

There's no holding back! The world awaits.

Stay Happy.

With all my love,

Mum
"Don't cry because it's over. Smile

because it happened.

"

Dr. Seuss

CONGRATULATIONS. JILL!!

We love you. were so proud of you. we
wish you much success and happiness!

With love from your biggest fans.

Dili's on. Brian. Mom 6r Dad

2M



Congratulations

We love you!

Mama. Baba. Melina. Yianni and Vasilis

To Zoe=

Keep shooting for the stars,

Spencer.

We re proud of you!

Congratulations Lauren!
We are so proud of you.

Hold fast to your dreams. We know you'll be
great whatever you do!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Ian

Thank you,

Maggie, for

giving ue ’the

b66t Chrl6tma£

present ever In

1937. We

love you and arc

e>o proud of you

Love,

Mom, Dad, Joe,

Maura, Liz and

Chrlo
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Daer Kirby,

We are so proud of you
and who you have become.

Lauren-We are very
proud of you.

Continue to be you!

We love you so much.
Congratulations!

Love, Mom and Dad

Zach, What a Great Performance.

Keep up the Good Work !!

Love-
Mummy, Daddy and Peter

Thanks for all tho Joya and advonturoa youva #van ua. have fin
I

aa you raoo off to what a next.

WE LOVE WU1
Mom and Tom Pad and Suo Lou and Srdoka

J
~

j
f J

ds

1

' £$$$
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Way to go, Katie!

All our love.

Dad, Mom, Lucy, andJosh

Michael,

We are so proud of you and your

accomplishments. Congratulations

and remember this is just the

beginning!

All our love,

Mom, Dad, Kerri, Erin, and Kelsey

Connor. Congratulations! We are so

proud of you!!

Remember - To succeed we must

first believe that we can."

Believe in yourself!

Love. Mom. Dad and Courtney

Congratulatlone Nikkll

We are eo proud of you.

Love

Mom, Vad and Joseph



Amelia,

Our precious, beautiful girL We
are so proud of you. Keep up the

hard work, but always remember
to stop and smell the flowers along

the way.
Love, Mom, Dad and Michael

CONGRATS, SHERNAZ !!!

Follow your

dreams and

never give

up . . .

We’re so proud

of you.

With all our

love,

"Mammi", Dad,

Anita,

Grossmutti,

Matthias,

Marie, Anne and

Grs

3



Elizabeth, you fill our hearts with love,

pride and excitement as you embark on

your future. Good luck to our princess!

Love, Mom, Dad, Kevin, Sean and

Cameron

Congratulations Yianni. We can't believe

our first born son is graduating. You have

made us so proud, we know you will be

successful in anything you choose.

Love always, Mom, Dad, Voula and Sophia

GO TRAVISI

W© wteh you fch© b&etl

Lev©, Mom, Dad, Jo©y,

and Root©

DJ--

You ve had us laughing and smiling

from Day t
Thank you--we ve loved it!

Love, Mom, Dad, Andy, Carolyn +

Jackie
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CONCRHTULRTIONS NIKI

IT5 BEEN R WONDERFUL 1 7 PLUS YERRS.
WE RRE RLL SO PROUD OF YOU. BEST

WISHE5 FOR THE FUTURE.
LOVE MDJMF

Dearest Jessica
,
/ am so

proud of you. You are

blessed with beauty
,

talents, and good nature.

The world is yours!

Love Mama

Jeeee,

You Rock 1

Love,

Mom, Dad, & Jako

—
Congratulations Jason!

We love you and are so proud of

you!

You're the best!

All our love.

Dad, Mom, Jillian + Kelly

1



"Don 't worry about a thing, oh no!

'Cause every little thing is gonna be all right!"

-Bob Marley, Three Little Birds
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Thousands of Louisiana evacuees receive shelter and

medical care in the Astrodome in Houston, Texas.

ft»u»Ko.;'>i/Habiiaf Tor Humanity

A Three months after Katrina

strikes, the first New Orleans

public school reopens on

November 28.

A Thousands of volunteers help

Habitat for Humanity rebuild

homes in Louisiana, Mississippi

and Alabama.

Homes across the country

are opened to families left

homeless in the wake of

Hurricane Katrina.

Michael DeMocheiiOi*.;house News Service/Landov

* Many animals left behind during

evacuation are rescued and given

shelter or reunited with their owners.

1

-‘VAP/Widi World Phoros

RISING FROM THE STORMS
< Louisiana Governor Kathleen Blanco,

President Bush and New Orleans Mayor Ray

Nagin survey the damage in New Orleans.

srnsi
25 Hurricane Katrina strikes Florida.

28 Mandatory evacuation of both New Orleans

and Mississippi is ordered as Katrina becomes

a Category 5 storm in the Gulf of Mexico.

29 Downgraded to a Category 4 storm, Katrina

hits land. 1.3 million homes and businesses

lose electricity in Louisiana, Mississippi and

Alabama. 30 levees are breeched, flooding

New Orleans and leaving 100,000 people

stranded. After slow government response,

civil unrest and looting begins.

12 Michael Brown, head of the Federal Emergency

Management Agency, resigns. Flooding is

down to 50 percent in New Orleans.

14 New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin announces

a phased repopulation plan.

1 5 New Orleans begins to reopen. Katrina is named

the most destructive hurricane in U.S. history.

20 Louisiana Governor Kathleen Blanco

declares a state of emergency as

Hurricane Rita strengthens off the coast.

22 Rita hits the Louisiana coast and heads

for Texas.

23 Thousands evacuate eastern Texas and the

9th Ward of New Orleans floods once again

after levees are overrun.

lemur
24 Hurricane Wilma hits southwest Florida.

Hurricanes ravage the Gulf Coast region in the fall of 2005, posing an unprecedented test of

the United States federal emergency response efforts. Hundreds of lives are lost and thousands

are left homeless in the wake of Category 4 Hurricane Katrina, followed by Rita and Wilma.

The tragedy spurs contributions of money, talents, homes, food and more in an attempt to

raise spirits and rebuild the area.

31

SeMenMer

1 30,000 National Guard troops are deployed.

Gas prices spike to as high as $5 per gallon.

2

4

6

9

President Bush surveys the damage.

President Bush and Congress pledge to

investigate the flawed disaster response.

Government-issued debit cards are

distributed to evacuees. The program fails

and is ended days later.

Damian/Dovarganes/AP/Wide

President Bush visits Louisiana and signs

a $10.5 billion relief bill. Nearly 154,000

evacuees arrive in Texas.

The New Orleans Superdome is evacuated.



VWide World

Guttenfelder/AP/Wide World Photos

On October 15, Iraqi voters ratify a

U.S.-supported draft constitution that

establishes a federal state. A second

election, in December, creates the

new government’s first parliament.

A Violence in Iraq continues to cost lives. Since the

war began in March 2003, over 27.700 Iraqi civilians

and 2,300 coalition troops have died.

fj'i; oime prices surge in September A devastating 7.6-magnitude

before falling back to pre-hurricane

levels. Major oil companies face

federal questioning after revealing

profits of over S35 billion during

this period

earthquake hits the Kashmir

region of Pakistan in October,

killing 87.000 and leaving

3.5 million homeless.

Several airlines declare

bankruptcy due to huge fuel,

labor and security costs.

Passengers see fees for pillows,

aisle seats and more as carriers

seek new revenue sources.

During rush hour on July 7,

London is hit by terrorist

attacks. Bombs strike one

bus as well as the city’s

underground trains, leaving 56

people dead and 700 injured.

A John G. Roberts Jr. becomes

the 17th Chief Justice of the

United States Supreme Court

following the death of William

Rehnquist.

Susan ...Reufers/Enc Miller/Lando
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Photos

4 Hoping to restart the peace

process with the Palestinians,

Israel evacuates the Gaza Strip,

an area it has occupied since

the 1967 Six-Day War,

A
Civil unrest rocks France as more than

300 towns and suburbs explode with

riots and arson. High unemployment,

racial discrimination and rage are

blamed for the outbreaks.

In January 2006, Ellen

Johnson-Sirleaf is sworn

in as Liberia’s president,

making her Africa’s first

elected female leader.

Vice President Dick Cheney’s

top aide I. Lewis "Scooter”

Libby resigns after being

indicted in October on criminal

charges relating to the leaking

of a CIA officer’s identity.

A
Despite his years of anti-gang

advocacy while in prison, on

December 13, former Crips

gang leader Stanley “Tookie”

Williams is executed by lethal

injection for four 1979 murders.

12 m»«r*

alter a®91

2W*
trapped

•deny00

I>AIIY*NEWS
i ^ New team shines on

j
'World News Tonight

’

m A-- **»» ,WU*» mtMtntmi

-*1 Methamphetamine use becomes a national

crisis as meth-related crimes skyrocket on the

West Coast and in the Midwest, Pharmacies

remove pseudophedrine products from shelves

in an effort to control meth production.

LanrJov Bob Strong, Pool/AP/Wide World

town:; *
Ir
to

in October, former Iraqi dictator Saddam

Hussein goes on trial in Baghdad, pleading

innocent to the murder and torture charges

against him.

A On January 2, 2006, an explosion at the Sago Mine

in Tallmansville, West Virginia, traps 13 miners

260 feet below the surface. Sadly, only one of the

miners is pulled out alive.



Science

and Nature
A global pandemic is feared as the avian

flu claims 73 lives in Asia by the end of

December and threatens to spread across

the world.

After seven years and 2.88

billion miles, NASA’s Stardust

capsule returns to earth carrying

dust particles from the tail of the

comet Wild 2. Scientists believe

the samples hold clues to the

formation of the Solar System.

The American Dental Association

cites bottled water and its lack of

fluoride as a major contributing

factor in the rise of tooth decay

in children.

According to recent research,

chocolate can be a healthy

treat thanks to its high content

of flavonoids, which help maintain

good circulation and reduce

blood clotting.

Bloomberg News/Landov
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A A vaccine that may potentially fight recurring

cancer cells is successfully tested on 14

breast cancer survivors. It is hailed as the

first step toward preventing the disease.

*• The Sichuan Wolong Panda

Protection and Breed Center in

China deals with a baby boom —
16 pandas, including five sets of

twins, are born between July and

November 2005.

In August, U.S. astronaut Stephen

Robinson successfully completes

an unprecedented emergency repair

of the space shuttle Discovery while

in orbit.



Hikers scaling Mount Mendel

Glacier in California discover

the remains of Leo Mustonen,

a World War II airman whose

plane crashed in 1942.

The ruins of what may be the

oldest Christian church, built

in the third or fourth century

A.D., are discovered on the

grounds of Megiddo Prison in

northern Israel in November.

U.S. scientist Gregory Olsen

pays $20 million for a trip

to the International Space

Station aboard the Russian

Soyuz spacecraft.

Interest
'"r

Anticipating the G8 summit in July, Bob Geldof

organizes musicians for a series of concerts

around the world to highlight the problem of

global poverty.

< In August, American anti-Iraq War activist Cindy Sheehan,

whose son Casey was killed in action in 2003, holds an

extended demonstration at a peace camp outside

President George W. Bush's Texas ranch.

IVF

< Bill Gates, Bono and Melinda Gates are named TIME ’s Persons of

the Year for their efforts to battle poverty, AIDS and malaria in Africa.

Holloway Family Photo/AP/Wide World Photos

KIDNAPPED
Natalee Holloway,

an 1 8-year-old from

Birmingham, Alabama,

becomes the lead

story for every major

news outlet after her

disappearance while

vacationing in Aruba.

LAST SEEN AT CARLOS & CHARLIES
MONDAY, MAY 29, 2005 1:30AM

NATALEE HOLLOWAY
CAUCASIAN AMERICAN FEMALE
BLUE EYES / LONG BLOND HAIR
5*4” 110 LBS. 18 YEARS OLD

ANY INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL 587-6222

OR CALL POLICE STATION 100



Cowboy boots see a rise

in popularity, and not just

for line dancers and country

music fans.

Style gets a

dose of fun

over formal

with these

unique fashion

alternatives.

A From preppy to vintage looks,

vests make a bold statement

in the fall of 2005.

i Everywhere you look

this year sparkle is in

The “hoodie” is a staple

in most teens' wardrobes.

Flip-flops are considered a fashion necessity, not just casual

Blazers with a retro fit make a

big splash on the fashion scene.



Shops that help you prepare

meals to freeze, take home

and cook offer a fun, quick

and easy mealtime solution

for busy moms.

Pets receive the royal

treatment with gourmet pet

foods, available in upscale pet

food shops, pet food bakeries

and even ice cream parlors.

Due to high gas prices,

consumers opt for smaller

cars with better gas mileage

rather than gas-guzzling SUVs.

Lifestyle

The popularity of poker on television results

in one of the biggest fads of the year — home

Texas Hold ’Em tournaments.

GRAINS

m name is 3«™eS and

^fn»OfP £,

c

i The new food pyramid recommends

that kids eat more fruits, vegetables

and whole grains than in the past,

and exercise 30 to 60 minutes

each day.

Blogs become the biggest Web

craze since the inception of

the Internet thanks to sites like

Blogger.com and MySpace.com.

• Bloff*

james’ blog

Help

a
search

Podcasts, free broadcast-format audio files

published to the Internet and downloaded to

iPods by subscription, are a hip way to keep

up-to-date.

MyPyramid
MyPyramid.gov



./Courtesy Everett Collection

Golden Globe Best Actress

nominee Keira Knightley

shines in the hit movie Pride

and Prejudice
,
based on the

1813 Jane Austen novel.

“The boy who lived” returns

for more adventure in the

fourth movie installment of

the Harry Potter series, Harry

Potter and the Goblet of Fire.

Praised by critics and audiences alike,

Peter Jackson’s remake of the 1933

classic King Kong becomes a giant

box-office success.

Moviegoers rush to see March of

the Penguins

.

a surprise hit

documentary that follows a year in the

life of a flock of Emperor penguins.

The life of the late Johnny Cash is the basis

of the Golden Globe-winning Walk the Line
,

starring Best Actor winner Joaquin Phoenix

as Cash.

Box-office profits are down

in 2005. due in part to the

trend of movie fans opting

for the quick release of hit

movies on DVD.

The beloved C.S. Lewis series

comes to life on the big screen

in Walt Disney’s The Chronicles

of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch

and the Wardrobe.

Z Walt Disney/Courtesy Everett Collection

Brokeback Mountain

Capote

Crash

Good Night, and Good Luck

1
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lew hit comedy with the

)f a man in search of

‘My Name is Earl.”

Photofest

CBS/Landov

< Surprisingly

high DVD sales

influence FOX to

bring back the

formerly canceled

cult favorite

“Family Guy."

© 20th Century Fox

i America's No. 1 rated show for

2005 is the CBS crime drama

“CSI: Crime Scene Investigation.

‘American Idol" (FOX)

Fear Factor” (NBC)

‘Survivor’’ (CBS)

NBC finds a r

quirky story (

redemption,
‘

Geena Davis receives popular

approval as television’s first

female President of the United

States in one of the year’s

best new shows, ABC’s

“Commander in Chief.”

Based on the childhood of

comedian Chris Rock, UPN’s

“Everybody Elates Chris” is a hit.

-* Doctor “McDreamy,” also

known as Dr. Sheperd, and

the rest of the staff at Seattle

Grace EHospital achieve

healthy ratings in ABC’s

“Grey’s Anatomy.”

”r Viewers can’t get enough of ABC’s “Lost.”

The show earns a Golden Globe for Best

TV Series Drama and spawns countless

fan speculation sites.



Green Day tops off a career year

with seven MTV Video Music Awards,

including Best Video of the Year

for “Boulevard of Broken Dreams.”

With Late Registration
,
Kanye

West maintains his status as

hip-hop's top dog, landing on

top of Rolling Stone’s Top 50

Albums of 2005.

Reggaeton, which blends

influences of hip-hop, Jamaican

reggae and dancehall with Latin

American bomba and plena,

reaches its height in popularity

in 2005.

Seattle indie favorites Death

Cab for Cutie break into the

mainstream with the album

Plans and “Directions,” a

series of 12 short films.

Mario Anzuoni/Reuters/Corbis

University of Texas

grad Cowboy Troy

bursts onto the

country scene with

a new music genre,

“hick-hop,” which

he proudly displays

on his class ring.

Strong releases by Kelly Clarkson, Shakira,

Mariah Carey and Gwen Stefani rule the music

scene. Carey’s The Emancipation of Mimi earns

eight Grammy nominations and is the top-selling

album of 2005.

Eight years after the death of former lead

singer Michael Hutchence, Australian rock

band INXS selects new frontman J.D. Fortune

on the CBS show “Rock Star: INXS.”

2006 Best neui Artist ;^
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Grammy nominations • Keane

• John Legend

• Sugarland



Nintendo DS owners can now

be virtual dog owners as well,

thanks to the wildly popular

Nintendogs series.

The Star Wars franchise

remains a juggernaut in the

videogame industry with the

winter release of Star Wars:

Battlefront II.

J.K. Rowling releases yet

another bona fide best-seller

with Harry Potter and the

Half-Blood Prince.

Gamers wait in line for hours to get their

hands on the year’s hottest holiday video

game console, Microsoft’s Xbox 360.

Q XBOX 360 UV£ t

Nwnber .

The addictive numbers logic puzzle, Su Doku

captures the attention of crazed puzzlers

across the nation.

i The classic game

of 20 Questions

gets a makeover

for 2005 with the

artificial intelligence

powered 20Q,

one of this year’s

hottest toys.

i Music videos and TV shows

are accessible on the go with

the newest must-have item

from Apple, the iPod with video.
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' In June, the San Antonio Spurs win the 2005

NBA Championship over the Detroit Pistons

in a thrilling seven-game Finals series. Spurs

forward Tim Duncan wins MVP honors.

In February 2006, figure

skater Sasha Cohen leads

the U.S. Olympic Team into

the XX Olympic Winter

Games in Torino, Italy.

Danica Patrick, 23-year-old

race driver, wins Rookie of the

Year honors in both the Indy

Racing League’s IndyCar

Series and at the Indianapolis

500, where she finishes fourth.

Citing conduct unbecoming

to the team, the Philadelphia

Eagles suspend wide receiver

Terrell Owens for four games

and deactivate him for the

remainder of the NFL season.

The Pittsburgh Steelers hold off the Seattle Seahawks

for a 21-10 victory in Super Bowl XL. Future Flail of

Famer Jerome “The Bus" Bettis retires after the game

im mmsmjsm
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Hawaiian golf phenom Michelle

Wie turns professional on her 16th

birthday and signs endorsements

worth $10 million, making her

one of the highest paid female

athletes in the world.

NHL hockey returns in fall 2005

after losing the entire '04-’05

season to a labor dispute. Fans

flock to see players in new

uniforms and exciting innovations

like tie-breaking shootouts.
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• In November, WWE superstar

Eddie Guerrero dies of heart

failure. In 2004, Guerrero was

only the second wrestler of

Hispanic heritage to win the

WWE championship.

American Lance Armstrong

wins his unprecedented

seventh Tour de France in

July. Armstrong then retires

from competitive cycling.

BMX superstar Dave Mirra wins

the gold medal in the BMX Park

Finals of X Games XI. Longhorns quarterback Vince Young

leads Texas to a national championship

with a dramatic 41-38 comeback victory

over USC in the 2006 Rose Bowl.

A
After an 88-year wait, the Chicago White Sox win

the 2005 World Series, sweeping the Houston

Astros in four games. White Sox right fielder

Jermaine Dye is named Series MVP.

Michael 8ush/UPI/Landov John Sommers/Reuters/Corbis

Swiss tennis superstar Roger

Federer wins two Grand Slam

titles, at Wimbledon and the

U S. Open, along with all four

ATP Masters Series events.

i Two-time champion Tony Stewart

wins NASCAR s Nextel Cup Series

and a record $13.6 million in

winnings in 2005. Stewart's

career Cup earnings now total

over $48 million.



Civil rights pioneer Rosa Parks dies at 92 in

Detroit. Parks' refusal in 1955 to give up her

seat on an Alabama bus eventually led to laws

desegregating public transportation nationally.

-*• Beloved “Gilligan’s Island”

funnyman Bob Denver dies

of cancer at 70. Although only

98 episodes of the popular

sitcom were made, Denver was

typecast as the nutty Gilligan

his entire career.

Kristin Cavallari, featured

on the MTV reality show

“Laguna Beach," becomes

one of Hollywood’s hottest

young personalities.

Chinese actress Ziyi Zhang

shines in the lead role of

Sayuri in the film adaptation

of the acclaimed Arthur Golden

novel Memoirs of a Geisha.

Gmo Domenico/AP/Wide World Photos t
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Actor Tom Cruise, 43. makes headlines all year with his controversial

views on psychiatry, his new love, actress Katie Holmes, and his couch

gymnastics on CBS’s “The Oprah Winfrey Show" and NBC’s “Tonight

Show with Jay Leno.”

Peter Jennings, anchor of ABC’s

"World News Tonight,” dies of lung

cancer in August. The popular TV

journalist held the anchor position

for 22 years.

jostens

Actor-comedian Richard Pryor dies at 65 in

December. Pryor’s concerts and movies in the

70s and ’80s inspired performers like Eddie

Murphy, Arsenio Hall and Robin Williams.

Coretta Scott King, legendary

civil rights advocate and

widow of the Rev. Martin

Luther King Jr., dies in

January 2006. She was 78.
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